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Abstract : 
Perturbation theory is reformulated. Schrodinger's equation is recast 

as a non linear integral equation which yields by Neumann expansion a linked 
cluster series for the degenerate, quasi degenerate or non degenerate problem. 
An effective interaction theory emerges that can be formulated in a biortho-
gonal basis leading to a non Henni tian secular problem. Hermiticity can be re
covered in a clear and rigorous way. As the mathematical form of the theory 
is dictated by the request of physical clarity the latter is obtained naturally. 
When written in diagrammatic many body language, the integral equation produces 
a set of linked coupled equations for the denegerate case. The classic simula
tions (Brueckner, Bethe-Faddeev and RFA) emerge naturally. Possible extensions of 
nuclear matter theory are suggested. 
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The idea that something is hidden behind the (almost) literal truth 
of independent particle descriptions is certainly very old. In nuclear physics 
it probably appeared for the first time with the need of endowing neutrons 
with an effective charge to account for electromagnetic transitions. The work 
of Arima and Horie [AR53,AE54] proposed an explanation that has essentially 
withstood the test of time, although the language has changed very much since, 
(a very nice version is to be found in Mottelson's lectures [M06CQ). 

That the same mechanism, core polarization, was responsible for 
important changes in the effective Uamiltonian, and not only in transition 
operators, was realized much later. Simply because the need was not felt until 
interactions came to be calculated rather than guessed phenomenologically. 

The idea that the nuclear forces had to be taken seriously and the 
implementation of the corresponding programme is due to BruecknerC ̂ JR59] 
contains a very comprehensive account of his work) and the Bethe Brueckner 
reaction matrix is certainly an effective interaction. At first, however, 
its use as such was restricted to nuclear matter theory, whose aim was to ex
plain how an independent particle approximation could hold in the presence 
of singular forces. 

The influence of Brueckner's ideas was soon felt in many body phy
sics and it led to the development of (quantum) linked cluster expansions. 

But it is only the pioneering work of Kuo and Brown [KU66] that 
made plausible the notion that the nucleon-aucleon interaction could be used 
in calculations other than those of nuclear matter. At the same time it be
came clear that the reaction matrix was not the whole story ; core polariza
tion, of the same type responsible for the appearence of effective charges, 
had to be included if the matrix elements were to reproduce the data. 

The success of the calculations was spectacular, but closer scruti
ny showed that the agreement with experiment was, at least to some extent, 
fortuitous. Slow convergence or lack of validity of the perturbative treat
ments were extensively discussed in the literature. Little will be said here 
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about these, often important, contributions. For our purpose it will be suf
ficient to remark that the situation called for a general theory that could 
accommodate the different processes that contribute to the effective operators. 

The need became even more pressing «hen the notion of density 
dependence was found after Negele's work [JIE7CQ, to be a condition of success 
in selfconsistent field calculations. 

The possibility of efficient parametrization of the density depen
dence tended to overshadow the effective nature of the forces, as dealing 
with them as if they were bare interactions seems to be quite sufficient for 
most uses. 

In our opinion a theory of effective interactions should allow to 
deal in a unified way with processes such as the elimination of hard cores, 
multipole polarizability, density dependence and the interplay between spec
troscopy and selfconsistency. 

For reasons that will be made clear later, although they may be 
already evident to some readers, the solution to our problems has to be sought 
in degenerate linked cluster perturbation theory. 

Such a theory exists and it is mainly due to Brandow's extensions 
[BR67,BR68,BR70] of Bloch and Horowitz original formulation [BL58]. 

Brandow's diagrammatic prescriptions are delicate to handle and 
some ambiguities appear in the theory that «ere not cured, but often accentua
ted in further work of other authors. Still, the main reason that prompted 
us to a fresh start in the field «as the need to incorporate interpretative 
ingredients that would clarify the physical content of a perturbative treat
ment. We attach great importance to the idea that bare states get dressed, 
while the emphasis of diagrammatic methods has been on dressing the operators 
rather than the wave functions. 

Obviously, both points of view are possible and our purpose is to 
obtain effective operators, but we shall insist on knowing what is happe
ning to the wave-functions. 

There is one conspicuous example of dressed states in many body 
theory:Landau's quasiparticles. However, little is usually said about the 
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wave-function of a quasiparticle except that it is very complicated and hence 
irrelevant : its Green's function can replace it to all intents and purposes. 

The need of visualizing how a bare object (state, configuration or 
particle) becomes a dressed one, lead us gradually to a reformulation of per
turbation theory. It deals from the start with the problem of splitting the 
complete Hamiltonian, viewed as a matrix in Hilbert space, so as to isolate 
a submatrix that defines the secular equation for the states we are interested 
in. 

The n—th order terms for the quasidegenerate (and a fortiori degene
rate and non degenerate) Rayleigh-Schrodinger expansion emerge quite natural
ly and are certainly no more complicated than their non degenerate Goldstone 
counterparts and far simpler than the existing degenerate extensions. 

All the ambiguities of the theory rest with the choice of a sequence 
of unitary transformations that lead to the final secular problem. The trouble 
amounts to no more than saying that a secular problem is defined up to a uni
tary transformation. 

Chapter I of this paper reviews very briefly the Bloch-Horowitz-
Brandow theory and the notion of quasiparticle. Some remarks are made on 
Green's functions as an alternative approach to effective forces. 

Chapter II contains an elementary formulation of Rayleigh-SchrSdinger 
(quasi) degenerate (Hermitian) and non degenerate perturbation theory on the 
same footing, by introducing the notion of perturbative ur.itary transformations. 
The chapter was written before the general form of the theory was developed and 
has been kept, with very minor modifications for pedagogic reasons. 

Chapter III is the backbone of the paper. The sequence of pertur
bative transformations suggests recasting Schrodinger's problem as a non linear 
integral equation that allows a direct derivation of the secular equation in 
the (quasi) degenerate space. Rules for a Neumann expansion of the matrix 
elements are derived. The simplest approach leads to a non Hermitian problem 
in a biorthogonil basis. Hermiticity is exactly restored and explicit rules 
are given. 
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Chapter IV is not really a chapter but a paper in itself and deserves 
some special comments. Its contents, under a very preliminary form, were known 
to one of the authors before the rest of the paper was undertaken. After chapter 
III was written it became imperative to clarify the true nature of the wave-func
tion in perturbation theory. The preliminary results were quite useful in this 
respect and contained overwhelming hints of the linked cluster nature of the 
expansions. In transforming these halfbaked ideas into publishable form a full 
theory emerged. Unfortunately fot the authors, it turned out to be identical to 
the exp S method of Coester and Kuomel. Still the derivation and notations were 
quite different and naturally designed to emphasize the link with mainstream 
diagrammatic perturbation theory. 

As a consequence, chapter IV contains a detailed description of how 
to translate (for the non degenerate case only) the integral equation obtained 
in chapter III into many body language, using diagrammatic but non-perturbative 
methods. The resulting set of coupled linked integral equations is explored. 
The classics emerge naturally (SPA, Brueckner theory) and the development is 
pushed a bit further in the hope of making some useful comments on the present 
status of nuclear matter theory. 

Chapter V is very elementary and deals with the application of the re
sults of chapters II and III in a many body context. The notion of quasiconfi-
guration is introduced as a generalization of that of quasiparticles. Some com
ments are made on the correct choice of energy denominators. Folded diagrams 
are shown to be naturally contained and dealt with in the general expressions. 

Contrary to normal practice, the calculations were done first and the 
theory followed. A large body of unpublished, or not yet published work exists 
that convinced us of the need to reformulate the theory of effective interac
tions so that we could understand the phenomenological hints emerging from shell 
model calculations. The sort of things that could be calculated, without a full 
theory, but relying on its existence can be found in [P079]. 
A companion paper on fp spectroscopy fPZSO], hereafter refered as II, is an ap
plication that may clarify some of the ideas developed here. Some of the problems 
raised by shell model work that demand theoretical clarification of the inter
play between spectra and bulk properties, presumably through the notion of self-
consistency, are discussed in [ZU75] and [C079]. 
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I - Brief review of existing theories. 

In this chapter, we give a very schematic review of Bloch-Horowitz-
Brandow theory. Then we introduce the notion of quasiparticle under a guise 
that stresses what we expect to find (perhaps some hindsight is used). Finally 
we present Green's functions as candidates to become effective interaction 
theories and explain why we (respectfully) reject the candidacy. 

1-1) Bloch-Horowitz-Brandow theory. 

Assume the Schrodinger equation over the full space is written 

(Ho + V - E a ) * a - 0 (1) 

The first step in the theory is to isolate a model subspace spanned by d sta
tes, defined as 

•a ' ̂ a ' a " ' d ' <2> 

where the operator P projects the exact eigenstates i|i onto the d-dimensional 
model space. 

It is then shown by elementary manipulations that each I|I obeys a 
Schrodinger like equation 

CH0 + »(Ea) - E a ) * a - 0 , (3) 

provided v(E) is the solution of the equation 

»<V - v - v r ^ - »<V • (*> 
o O 

Eq r̂ions (2), (3) and (A) taken together are exactly equivalent to 
eq. (I). As they stand, they generalize the standard procedure of transforming 
the eigenvalue problem into an integral equation. (See for example [TH6]] page 
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33 and following). 
This approach has great formal appeal and was also the starting 

point of Feshbach's theory of nuclear reactions [FE62], 
The interest of eq. (4) lies in the possibily of solving by itera

tion. In the non degenerate case (d » 1, E • E - the exact ground state 
energy) it leads to the Brillouin-Wigner expansion. 

It is well known that this form of perturbation theory has very poor 
convergence properties in a large system, as the exact energy in the deno
minators has a linear dependence in the total number of particles which can
cels that of the numerators. Each term in the energy series then goes as a 
constant instead of being proportional to the size of the system (see Thou-
less'book [TH6I]). 

In principle, the problem does not arise, at least in such an acute 
form, for finite systems such as nuclei. Still a shell model diagonalization, 
to which eqs. (2) to (3) must eventually lead, does not mention the exact 
energies of the system but the excitation values to with respect to some con
venient closed shell energy E 

Ea • °>a + Ec <*') 

The central result in Bloch-Horowitz paper is the separation of core effects, 
which leads simply to eqs. (3) and (4) with E replaced by to . The core and 
the " active " particles on top of it are treated separately. For the former, 
non degenerate linked cluster perturbation theory is applied, which presuma
bly obviates all convergence troubles. The Brillouin-Wigner form is kept only 
for the latter, which now involve a very small number of particles. 

The work of the Glasgow group [WH77] based on Lanczos tridiagonal 
construction, which has variational properties very similar to those of Bril-
louin-Higner theory, shows that for shell model matrices the convergence 
properties are spectacular. 

Hence, it would seem convenient to tackle the problem by iteration : 
chose a starting value for u (not E !) in eq. (4), compute a few terms of 
the expansion for v and diagonalize with it eq. (3) to obtain a better value 
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of (D . Then repeat until u becomes stable. 
The procedure is probably viable but nobody has ever used it and for 

good reason. 
For one thing the energy dependence is quite unwanted. It means that 

for each state of given number of particles, angular momentum isospin and pa
rity CnJTir) one has to deal with a different effective interaction v'*' and 
therefore start the whole calculation again each time. 

What's more, besides the dependence on conserved quantum numbers, 
the interaction is in general non-Hermitian. We can see the point very simply. 

Assume Somebody giv ,a us the exact solutions for states of given 
nJTw . He can extract from the eigenvectors the corresponding projections onto 
some model space and form with them a matrix H (non unitary to the extent 
that the projections need not be orthogonal to each other) . As we know the 
energies » we can also construct with them the diagonal matrix H . Then we 
calculate the effective Hamiltonian H by simply setting 

ffW-WA — > B - H AW - 1 (5) 

Hence H (H + v, as H has been chosen first) is non Hermitian be-o o 
cause of the non unitarity of W. 

Anticipating on our results, wa can claim there is no way to elimi
nate the state dependence and that the choice between Hermitian or non Hermitian 
interactions is a matter of taste. 

There is however one way of making the problem more tractable, by 
converting it into a linked cluster expansion. 

The historical reason for removing unlinked clusters has to do with 
the poor convergence properties of the Brillouin-Wigner expansion, and we 
have argued that such a problem does not exist in nuclear physics once the 
Bloch-Horowitz separation of core and valence parts is achieved. There is 
however one important pro perty of linked clusters that makes matters much 
simpler, independently of convergence properties. As it will become very clear 

(*) One of us remembers mentioning to Claude Bloch the fact that v was hiding 
3 body forces or worse. HiB comment was : 3 body forces ? What do you 
want that for ? (Pourquoi faire ?). 
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in the first lines of chapter V we only mention it hare : linked cluster 
theory allows a clear cut distinction between 1,2,3, etc.-body processes. Once 
we have studied the one (two, etc.) particle system we know everything the/e is 
to know about one (two, etc.) particle operators. 

It is an enormous advantage, in that long practice leads us to expect 
to get away with one and two-body operators (hence Bloch'n remark in the pre-
ceeding footnote). Even when we are forced to introduce more-body effects, 
and nowadays we are, they are likely to be smallish and in no case do we expect 

28 to bring in 12-body forces in doing a model calculation of Si in the sd 
shell. In II [PZEO] even better arguments wil ' emerge in favour of linked clusters* 

Hence, the iterative solution proposed for eqs. (3) and (4) may be 
viable, but it is unnecessarily complicated and physically unclear. 

Following Morita's [M063] and Des Cloiseaux [DE60] early attempts, 
Brandow set out to produce a fully linked version of degenerate perturbation 
theory by expanding out the energy denominators in eqs. (3) and (4). In spite 
of Brandow's claims of simplicity, his work needs often elaborate and high 
brow arguments to face the technical and interpretative intricacies of the 
theory [BR67,BR68,BR70]. 

These difficulties, in particular those associated with folded dia
grams , a conspicuous new feature of the theory, lead a number of authors to 
tackle the problem. Their work is reviewed in Brandow1s talk at the Tucson con
ference ( [BA75] , the proceedings contain many interesting talks and colourful dis
cussion), so we only mention the main contributions : Oberlechner, N-Guema and 
Richert [0B70] succeeded in giving the first time dependent derivation. Simulta
neously Baranger and Johnson [J07lJ produced a fully diagrammatic theory and 
Kuo, Ratcliff and Lee ((lCU7l], good review in [KU74]) perhaps the more complete 
of the time dependent derivations. Lindgreen [LI74] gives a time independent form. 
A very good review is found in [E077] . 

The existing versions of the theory are to a large extent equivalent 
(with the exception of [J07l]) and it is better for the reader to decide later 

(*) One can define a folded diagram as the degenerate residue of a non dege
nerate cancellation (in case a slogan can do). 
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in what sense our work amounts to acceptance or rejection of previous results. 
There is however one point worth raising now : the Hermiticity pro

blem. Because of long standing habits, one prefers to work with Hermitian 
effective Hamiltonians and the manifest lack of symmetry likely to appear in 
Bloch-Horowitz theory (see eq. 5) is disturbing. 

The standard way of dismissing the problem takes one of two forms : 
i) To ignore it with relief. Calculations are often kind enough to produce 

effective forces that are only " slightly " non Hermitian. 

ii) To invoke a symmetrization procedure that conserves the eigenvalues of the 
problem. The interpretation of the eigenstates as projections of the exact wave-
function is then lost. 

As we shall see (III-l and III-2), there is nothing wrong with that, 
and the reasons are quite surprising : we shall never work with projections, 
but with exact states. 

The clue of the matter is that eq. (2) has little physical meaning 
and hence no interpretative value : it is a normalization condition. 

In very much the same sense that it is convenient to start the non 
degenerate formulation by requesting 

<* 0IV - 1 (6) 

where <£ is the imperturbed ground state and I|J the exact wave-function, one 
may choose to write 

^oJV " ' a " ' d (7) 

which we call eq. (7) but is identical to eq. (2). 

In our view, the Hermiticity problem has to be solved satisfactorily. 
In Brandow's paper a possible solution based on a suggestion of Des Cloiseaux 
is proposed. It has not gained wide acceptance and, to our knowledge, not 
been used in calculations ̂  simply because one is left in the dark as to the 
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meaning of the operation. 

Before closing this section, it is imperative to mention the work of 
Kirson and Barrett who were the first to calculate effects beyond second order 
and subsequently to implement Brandow's prescriptions in an effort to see the 
theory converging rigorously [BA70] and [BA73] contains an account of their 
results. 

1-2) Quasiparticles and Green's functions. 

In nuclear physics one works with dressed states that behave so 
much like bare ones, that they could fool specialists with ease. The notion 
that the dressing could be far more important than usually expected can be 
found for example in [ZU74] , but at the time, the implementation of a theory 
based on this mechanism was not yet in sight. 

In infinite systems the situation is very similar, except that expe
riments do not provide directly the evidence for independent particle motion. 

It took Landau's intuition to decide that in a normal Fermi liquid 
the large disturbance created by the interaction amounted after all to very 
little : free particles of momentum k and energy k"/2m simply became quasi 

2 x free quasiparticles of momentum k and energy k /2m . What's more, they continued 
to behave as fermions. 

It is precisely this sort of situation we are trying to formalize to 
give perturbation theory the interpretative foundation we feel is missing. We 
are going to deal with bare states (nor. necessarily particles) that will eet 
dressed by the interaction. In the end fairly little may be left of the origi
nal state, bi : enough to give the dressed one its name or label. 

This way of tackling the problem may seem awkward in that it is 
usually assumed that perturbation theory should be at the origin of concepts 
such as quasiparticles, rather than the other way round. Rowever, there is 
nothing wrong with doing the physics first and later the mathematics. 

Quasiparticles are almost invariably introduced in conjunction 
with Green's function methods which ar-i in themselves an effective interac
tion theory. It is useful to make some very elemeufary remarks on the subject. 
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Assume we start with an unperturbed Fermi Bea as ground state of 
the N particle system. Once the interaction is switched on, the final wave-
function may contain only a small component of the original state. Without loss 
of generality we may assune it is normalized to unity. The total norm is un
known and enormous. However, any particular state may have only a microscopic 
amplitude of the order of the inverse volume of the system (0(1/ft)). In this 
sense, the bare state still overwhelms all others. 

Next we add a single particle to the dressed, exact ground state. 
It is unlikely that it will be an exact eigenstate of the N + I system but re 
can expect that the bare single particle on top of the Fermi surface will 
" dominate " a certain eigenstate in very much the Fermi sphere " dominates " 
the H particle ground state. Furthermore, this exact eigenstate may have a 
strong overlap with the bare particle coupled to the exact N particle ground 
state : 

[<0|a_ ]a*|0> = 0(1) (8) 
P P 

The quantity in brackets is written in a purely formal way, as a certain quasi-
particle operator (hats will be used to denote quasiparticles) acting on the 
exact ground state. 

If any other eigenstate of the N + 1 particle system is replaced in 
(8) we expect a microscopic overlap 0* 0(1/fi). 

The same situation will occur for holes in the N - 1 particle system. 
Now we can return «•*> the N particle system and suspect that some par

ticle-hole excitation may 1 . as counterpart some quasiparticle-quasihole 
eigenstate and try to wri.te in analogy to equation (8) 

[<0|a*a_ ]a*ah|0> - 0(1) (9) 

This " weak-coupling " view of the problem is wrong. Although quasi
particles and quasiholes may be independently eigenstates of the problem , 

(*) For the purist : we assume their lifetimes are long enough or that we 
work in nuclear physics with bound particle or hole states. 
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many quasiparticle-quasihole states having the same momentum, may be close 
enough in energy to mix through whatever part of the interaction is left out 
in the dressing process. 

In other words, the idea of quasiparticle leads logically to the idea 
of a quasiparticle-quasihole model space in which operates some effective Hamil-
tonian. We have to interpret eq. (9) as defining basic model space vectors 
(in brackets), rather than exact eigenstates. 

It is exactly the sort of situation an effective interaction theory 
should be prepared to handle. In this case however, Green's functions can do 
the job with tremendous efficacy. 

Let's define the following object 

G R<PlV Z

h 2 Z ) - I < 0 l < 1 " p I l n > C E n - V 2 ) " l < n l " p 2 \ l ° > < 1 0 ) 

which is the retarded part of the particle-hole Green's function. We shall 
ignore here the advanced part, obtained by interchanging p and h indeces, 
as we are only after heuristic arguments. 

The sum runs over all the excited eigenstates of the system with 
energy E . However, eq. (9) tells us that if we use a quasiparticle assumption, 
all states outside the model (p - h) space can be neglected. Hence, if we can 
extract the poles of G we'll have solved the problem for the excitations we 
«re after. 

It happens that G (or better, the total G) has a wealth of proper-
- ties and obeys an integral equation whose kernel can be readily interpreted 
as the effective interaction. The form of the equation lends itself to pertur
ba tive, or even non perturbitive approximate solutions. 

In other words : a single object will produce automatically the 
model space, the effective interaction and suggest forms of solution. 

In spite of these formidable credentials, there is room for a gene
ral theory of effective interactions for three reasons : 
i) In nuclear physics one does not deal exclusively with particle-hole exci

tations. For one thing there are important many particle many hole states. 
For another there are 2,3,4,...n particle states. In both cases one would need 
impossibly large Green's functions. 
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ii) The approximate solutions obtained in Green's function theory are inva
riably the sane : the RPA approximation. Going beyond is difficult and one may 
want a systematicatic way of doing it. 

iii) Green's functions are designed to treat excitation energies, while we 
believe nuclear physics has much to gain in treating spectra and ground state 
properties on the same footing. 

In any case, the results obtained by Green's functions methods 
should be taken as a guide and a challenge to alternative formulations. 

The arguments we have used in introducing quasiparticles may appear 
as wishful thinking or at least plagued by too strong assumptions. 
The remarkable thing about Green1 s functions is that expressions as vague as 
eqs. (8) or (9), where some undefined quasiparticle operators appear, can be 
economically incorporated. The idea may remain vague, but it has become ope
rational . 

In the following chapters we hope to convince the reader, that when 
the vague idea is taken as a starting point perturbation theory becomes quite 
simple and very transparent. 
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II - Perturbative unitary transformations. Elementary formulation of pertur-
bation theory. 

As mentioned in the introduction, this chapter was largely written 
before the general version of the theory was formulated. 

It contains a derivation of che perturbative expansions that dif
fers from that found in the textbooks and allows to deal simultaneously with 
the non degenerate, quasidegenerate or fully degenerate cases. 

The advantage of the method l\es in its simplicity. Its shortcomings 
are twofold. The normalization problem is treated by a straighforward exten
sion of the usual method, which ignores the annoying question of knowing why 
terms are " neglected " that may be much larger that the ones kept. 

Moreover, although it is relatively economical to reach the fourth 
order expressions, and the procedure to go beyond is well defined, nothing 
sufficiently precise can be said about the general form of the n-th order term. 

II-l) Definitions and Notations. 

The matrix to be diagonalized is written in block form 

e I + <I|V|I> e I <ilv|j> 
<I|V|I"> 

ej+<J|v|j> 
<J|V|I> <J|V|J'> 
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The diagonal matrix elements are split into an " unperturbed " part 
e T or e. and an interaction term <l|v|l> (or <j|v|j>). 

The Hamiltonian is written 

H - H + V (11) 
o 

where H is the diagonal matrix containg the £ terms and V is the rest. The 
nature of the splitting will be discussed in detail later. 

The indexes 1,1',I" etc. are used generically for basic states in the 
first block (the valence, model, internal or i-space). Same for J,J" ,J" in 
external or j-space. (Me shall often use the expression i-space for the dres
sed states i). 

Lower case letters i, i1 or j,j' will always refer to some particu
lar state in one of the spaces. 

Summation Convention : capitals I,J, etc. will always appear repeated indica
ting implicit sum over all the possible states in the corresponding block. 

Hardy's 0 notation : f - 0(x) means that f is at most of order x, i.e. 
|f |x < some constant. 

A typical matrix element of V will be called W and a typical energy 
denominator E T(=E - E T) will be called E. 

The system has N particles and occupies a volume R. 
Both blocks may be finite or infinite dimensional. 

II-2) Unitary perturbative transformations. 
The aim of the theory is to decouple the i and j-spaces. It will 

be done by a sequence of transformations. 
Let's consider the states i and j having an off diagonal matrix ele

ment <i|v|j> (0(H)) and introduce the transformation 

1 J (12) 
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Then 

<Ï|J> 
(13) 

<Ï|H|J>- <i|v|j>[l • 4 ~ 3 + 

e.. 
ij 

, <i|v|j><j|v|j> <i|v|l><l|v|j> <i|v|jxj|vll><l|vh> ( 1 4) 
E U eIj eiJ elj 

The transformation to the new blocks i and j keepa the orthogonality 

between them and reduces each diagonal matrix element from 0(H) to 0(W/e) as 

the first term in the r.h.s. of eq. (14) is null by definition. 

If W/e is a small number, this must be a good operation. 

This is the idea, the rest are comments. 

There are two ways of proceeding from here. Either we try to repeat 

the operation to reduce further the decoupling between the blocks or we in

vestigate immediately what has been gained by the transformation (12) and 

postpone further decoupling. 

The first choice is the best conceptually, by far. We did not disco

ver it until we had worked out the alternative, on which we concentrate now. 

II-2) a) Perturbative normalization 

In going from the i,j blocks to the i,j ones the off diagonal matrix 

elements are reduced. Let's assume for the time being that they have become 

small enough to be neglected. We are left with the problem of calculating the 

energy matrix in the i-space. 

For the sake of simplicity we consider the non degenerate case first 

(only one state in block i) and assume only diagonal contribution e. and e, 

inside the blocks. The energy of state i is then 

E_ . <ï|H|ï>-rc + <i|v|j><J|v|i>r:,, LL-11(, + <i|v|J><J|v|iV~' 

1 <^> ' "" E " *ia 05) 
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which is simply obtained by adding and substracting e. in the term in square 

brackets. 

(*) Now in the many body case 

<i|v| JXJ|V| i> 0(N) 
2 

0(N) 
EiJ 

(16) 

On the other hand the second order contribution to the energy in 

perturbation theory is simply the last term in the r.h.s. of eq. (15) when u 

in eq. (16) is neglected. 

Hence, we are confronted with a distressing alternative : 

i) either we keep eq. (15) as it is, in which case we have gained nothing, 

as the second order contribution is 0(1) as both the numerator and denominator 

are 0(N). 

ii) Or we drop U to have an 0(N) second order energy which is what we want. 

The neglect an 0(N) with respect to an 0(1) to obtain the right 

result is not very reassuring. As we shall see in the next chapter, it can be 

rigorously justified as a prescription to reproduce the right result which 

will be obtained without using such a mathematical absurdity. The clue of the 

matter is that eq. (15) is wrong from the start in that we have assumed |i> 

to be some approximation to the wave-function which it is not, except in the 

very few particle case. The correct interpretation will be given in the next 

chapter and |ï> will appear as " that part of the wave-function necessary to 

calculate the second order energy ". (In II [PZ80] we give some heuristic argu

ments to show why transformation (12) has to be handled with care). 

(t) The N (or ft) dependence of a given term in the perturbation series is ex

plained in [TH6l] page 34 or in [BR58] page 60. 
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For the tiae being we follow the hints of elementary perturbation 

theory and orthonoraalize our states by redefining the dressed states a& : 

<T| - - j l , <J|V|JXJ| - ' <i|v|J><J|v|l><l| 
1 1 Ê i J 7 E i J e U 

lî> . |^ li><i|v'i> i |j><J[v|i><i|y|j> 
Ij IJ Ij 

<Ï|H|J> - <i|v|J><j|v|j> . <i|vll><l|vl.i> 

• 0(W 4/E 3) + OO^/e*) 

<Î|H|Ï'> - <i|H|i*>+ 4- <i|v|j><j|v|i'>[-!- + -!—1 
iJ i'J-" 

1 <i|vll><l|Y|j><j|v|i'> 1 <i|v|j><j|v|l><l|v|i'> 

• <i|V|j><j|V|j'><J'|V11T> + 0 ( w 4 / e 3 ) 

(17) 

And we obtain 

<î|ï'> - ô i i,+0(W
4/e 4) <j|J'> - 6.jt+0<W*/6*) (18) 

<f|J> - 0 (19) 

IJ Ij 

• I <i|v|j><j|v|l><l|v|j>[—i- + - 1 — • —I-] (20) 
1 eiJ eIJ eIj eIJ eIjei.J 

(21) 
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It is in equations (18) that the " dangerous " prescription is used. The 

0(H /e ) norm term is cleanly cancelled but an 0(W /c ) appears which is ne

glected invoking its higher order and forgetting it is still of 0(N) in the 

many body case. 

Equation (19) maintains strict orthogonality between the dressed 

blocks. 

Equation (20) shows that decoupling between the blocks is maintained 
2 

to 0(H /e) although details in higher orders change. 

Equation (21) gives the matrix elements of the secular equation in 

the dressed i-space. They are manifestly Hermitian. In particular, there is 

no possible ambiguity in second order, and we do not see by what kind of 

transformations we could obtain denominators of the form ?(e.T+e., ) as advo

cated sometimes in the literature (See (J071) for example). 

Let's now discuss the third order terms. 

Superficially there is no reason to trust them, as the coupling bet

ween the i and j-spaces still involves second order matrix elements, but we 
3 2 can argue that eq. (21) gives the correct 0(W /e ) contribution : 

equations (20) and (21) say that the cancellation of an O(W) term 
2 

between blocks, gives an 0(W /e) effective contribution to the interaction 

inside the i-block. If we push the process one step further and cancel the 
2 4 2 

0(W /£) matrix elements between blocks we could expect at most an 0(W /e ) ef

fective contribution in the i-block. 

This argument is correct provided the further step is an exact repli

ca of transformation (12) or (17). 

The matter is of some subtlety and we study it in the next subsec

tion. 

II-2) b) 2ïïï£liSE_ÉÊ£SÏÏEl^S.tS£ïÊSS_kl2£tS' 

Once re have obtained the effective matrix of eq. (21) we may want to 

find the next decoupling transformation analogous to (12). 
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Let's try then 

<i| . <j|+ <i|v[J><J| + ̂ IvlJxJlvlJ^r^,,. <J'|V|I><I| 1 
eiJ e i J e U ' L eIJ' J 

(22) 
|J> . | j > + | IXI[V|3> _f |i>+ lJ><jlvli>1<ilvlJ'xj'lvli> 

EIj L eIJ J EIJ' eIj 
This transformation cancels exactly the first 0(W2/ £) rem in the 

r.h.s. of eq. (20). For the second one the arguments will be identical. It is 
omitted to avoid unnecessarily long formulae. The e ) norm counterteros 
are also onitted as they will produce nothing in 3 order beyond what's writ
ten in eq. (21). 

Instead of rewritting the equations, equivalent to (18) to (21), 
obtained with transformation (22) we state the results, which can be checked 
in a few minutes : 
1) Inside the blocks, the ) contribution to the norm vanishes identi
cally. (Analogous to eq. (18)). 
2) Strict orthogonality is kept between the blocks. (Analogous to eq. (19)). 

2 
3) As stated, one of the twooff diagonal elements of 0(W /£) between blocks 
cancels. (Analogous to eq. (20)). 
4) The QiV3/ e ) contribution to the effective interaction in the i-block va
nishes, in agreement with the arguments at the end of the preceeding subsec
tion. (Analogous to eq. (21) and leading to identical results). 

Let's now consider a slightly different transformation, obtained by 
replacing the denominators in the last term in eq. (22) for <i|, according 
to 

L —>1 te. e.'.s . + e e ' e — ) <«) 
iJ iJ' IJ* iJ IJ IJ' 

A similar replacement is made in the |j> equation. 
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Properties 1) to 3) above,still hold for the new transformation but 
a new contribution in third order to the effective interaction appears. 
When it is added to the last e ) in eq. (21) the following change takes 
T . *ce 

< i | v | j x j | 7 | j ' x j ' | v | i , > C i - — ^ > ' ( _ ! _ - + - 2 ) ] (24) 
EiJEi'J' 2 eiJ£iJ' Ei"JEi'J' 

At first, this ambiguity was a source of embarrassment to the authors. It may 
be interesting to explain how it was discovered. 

Transformation (22) may be the natural extension of transformation 
(12) but it is somewhat clumsy. To insure further decoupling and keep strict 
orthogonality between the i and j-spaces (properties 2) and 3) above), the 
last terms in eqs. (22) are not necessary. To ignore them at first.was in line 
with our strategy : first decouple i and j spaces to a given order, then worry 
about normalization counterterms to write the effective interaction. For the 
next order repeat the process. 

If one proceeds in this way it is quite natural to find normaliza
tion counterterms with the second set of energy denominators (23) rather than 
the first. The second set is symmetric in the i and I indeces while the first 
is not, although the end results in expression (24) are both symmetric in i 
and i'. 

However, the elementary argument at the end of the preceeding sec
tion favours the choice of the first set since it insures sufficiently good 
decoupling between the i and j spaces to proceed to 0(W5/e' ) in the effective 

3 2 interaction, as the remaining 0(W /e ) off diagonal terms between blocks could 
only bring news in 0(W /E ). 

Computationally there may be some advantage in this choice but 
conceptually there is not much difference. 

The embarrassment about the ambiguity disappeared when we realized 
that our eigenvalue problem in i-space is defined up to a unitary transforma
tion (as every other linear Hermitian eigenvalue problem). It simply happens 
there are many ways of orthonormalizing the dressed states. Hence, the two 
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choices in eq. (23) lead to two set» of |i> states which are related tc one 

another by a perturbât!ve unitary transformation. 

That the transformation is not strictly unitary can be seen in the 

fact that diagonalizing an effective interaction with either of the contribu

tions (24) is likely to give eigenvalues differing slightly, but identical to 

the order considered. 

This sort of very natural ambiguity is the only one present in the 

theory. 

II-3. Perturbation theory in fourth order. 

By now we are ready to give expressions to fourth order. 

The dressed <i| states will be normalized to third order according *"o the 

prescription (22), for the reasons explained. 

The fourth order norm counterterms are simply those shown. It can be '-'necked 

that they do the job properly and we have not bothered in the least tc explore 

other possibilities to unearth other forma of the anbiguity. (Refer to eq. (93) 

far further discussion of this point). 

The dressed state to fourth order is 

1 2 3 4 

<î 4thorderl-<il+ iîllli^L I <iJV| J><Jl"|l><ll + <i|V[ JXJJVJJ'XJ'I 

' ' EiJ 2 e i J e U Ei.TEiJ-

5 6 7 
_ <i|v|l><l|v|J ><J 1 <i|V|J><j|v|j'><J'|v|l><l| + <ilV|l><l|v|JXJ|V|I'><I' 1 

£iJeIJ eijeiJ'eiJ' EiJEIJEI'J 

8 9 
_ I < i | v | j x j | v | l x i | v | J ' x j ' l v | l ' x i ' l ^ ^ <i |v | j><j |v |j 'xj ' |v |J"xj"|v |; i :><i | 

8 e i J e I J E I J , e I , J ' 2 E i J E i J , e U " E I J ' 

10 11 
_ 2 < i | v l i x i | v | j x j | y | l ' x i ' | v | l " x i " | + < i | v | j x j | y | j ' x j ' | v | i x l | v i l ' x l ' | 

e i J e i . J , e l J , e I , J ' 

12 
+ I < i | v | l x i | v | j > < j l v | j ' x j ' | V | l ' x l ' | 

2 e i J e l J E I ' J e I ' J ' 
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To write the energy matrix we group the third and fourth order contri

butions according to types corresponding to the way I states appear as inter

mediate, ftreover, we indicate in parenthesis the relevant crossing (k.m) la

beled by the numbers on top of the terms in eq. (25). (We only write k.m for 

k<m) 

<î|H|i'> - <i|H|i'> + 4 <i|v|j><j|v|i'>[— + - ! — ] 

+ i ! ( 2 . 2 ) + v W ( 1 . 3 ) 

V V V+W 
+ -^(1.9+ 2.4+ 4.4)+ v VZ- (1.6+ 1.11+ 1.12+2.5+ 4.5) 
e e 

2 2 2 
+ -^y-<1.8+ 2.3+ 3.3)+ -^(1.7+ 1.10+ 5.5) (26) 

e E 

Where 

V^ <i|v|jxjiv|j'xj'|y|i'-> (27) 

ê Ei'J' EiJ 

W_ jfv 1 <i|v|ixl|v|j><j|v|i'> 1 <i | V | JXJ | V11X1 j V [ i ' > 

E 2 E 2 2 Ei'JEIJ " 2 £iJ eiJ < 2 8 ) 

•¥j -•i<i|v|j><j|v|j'><J,|v|j"><J"|v|i,>r ' + ! (29) 

|_ e iJ E iJ' £ i 'J" e i ' J , , e i ' J , e i j J 

» j 

— | + ^ Ç - - | < i | v | l > < l | v | j x j | v | j ' X J ' |v|i'>f- 1 — - + ' ] (30) 
e E L i 'J ' i 'J " e i J e i J e i ' J ' J 

-^ i lVlJXJlVlJ 'xJ 'IVlIx l lVl i^f—•—-!— + - ' . 1(31) 
L iJ iJ' U ' e i ' J , e I J , e i j J 
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29 
2-f- - - j <i|v| JXJIVIIXIIVIJ 'XJ ' IVI Ï^ 

f 3 + 3 + 1 + j 1 (32) 

^ i f t / i ' J 1 E i J e i ' J , e I J • E i J E IJ e IJ ' e i ' J , e I J , e I J j 

W ^ 

e 3 2 
[|v|J><J|v|l'xi'lvU'>re ' • E , ' 1 

L ij I J I ' J I ' J I ' J u j 
- -i<i|V|I><I|V J><J|V I'XI' T l ' > , „ \ + , , (33) 

It can be checked at once that in the non degenerate case (only one 

state in i-space) these expressions lead to the usual fourth order energy 

(see[BR58j page 66, the only place where we have found it). 

Hot enough can be guessed about the structure of the terms to find 

the general form in higher order. As the algorithm is by now well defined any 

given order may be obtained in principle but the work involved soon becomes 

overwhelming. 

Fortunately there is a better way of doing things. 
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III - General fornulation of perturbation the /. 

III-l) Non Hermitian formulation. Biorthogonal basis. 

Instead of constructing one by one a sequence of decoupling transfor

mations it is more economic to assume the process has been carried to infinite 

order to obtain the following set of dressed states 

<ï| - <i| +<i|v|J> <J| (34) 

|j> - |j> - |I><I|V|J> (35) 

The notation will become clear very soon. Whatever the meaning of 

the operator V_±s » &ny state <i| is manifestly orthogonal to any state 

IT>. 
Let us now request perfect decoupling, i.e. : 

<i|H|j> . <i|v|j> - E £ j <i|vlj> + <ilv|j><J|V|j> - <i|v|ixi|v|j> 

- <i|vlJ><j|v|l><l|v|j> - 0 (3à) 

Which we rewrite as 

e1.<i|v[.i> - <i|v|j> + <i|v|jxj|v|.i> - <i[v|l><l|v|j> - <i|v|jxj|v|ixi|y|j> 

(37) 

It is clear that we have found a non linear integral equation for the 

quantity <i|v|j> in the exact wave-function (34). As our aim is to do pertur

bation theory, and our original intention was to find a sequence of decoupling 

(*) <i|v|j> - <i|v|j>. V without underline will also have definite meaning. 
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transformations, we look for a solution of the form 

<ilV|j> - ̂ M £ + f <i|V(n)li> (38) 
ij n»2 

By inserting in eq. (37) and regrouping order by order we can get 
the following recursion formula : 

£..<i|v(n)|j> - <i|v(n~n|j><Jivli> - ^Ivl ixi l^"" 0 !^ - <ilv^"ij> 
ij (39) 

<j|v|l><l|v(lj)l3> 
with X + U - n-1 , n > 2 , 
provided we choose the initialization explicitly given in eq. (38) 

< ± l v c o l i > --SJLiaUfe. : (40) 
ij 

It is clear that eqs.(39) and (40) define a Neumann expansion of 
equation (37). 

Each term has the following form 

n, n„ n 
„ - ..-- „ il' 
M M-

<i lV C n ) l i> -X V ' T ' - T " - J ,<i |V ' | I , X I , | V 2 | I 2 > . ••<I U_ 1 | V V | j > 

with [n] • al l possible partitions n.+ n,+ . . . n « n and > (41) 

<i|v '|i,> - <i|v|j |xj1[v|j2>...<Jn_ |lv|i1> . 

The underlining obeys to the existence of energy denominators which 
are the tricky aspect of the series. 

The general rule to find the explicit form of a given term is simply 
to apply as many times as necessary eq. (39). It is likely that a general 
compact expression could be written but the needs of the paper and clarity 
are better served by some examples. 
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2 2 Let's assume we want to calculate the fifth order term V V V . 
Eq. (39) reads Sor this case 

^IvWlfr - J - r <i|v|J1><J,|v|i1><i1|v|i2><i2|v|j2><J2lv|j> ] 

- lb[ < Mv|y < JiMi |

> < i i lv |y<' :2l v l J 2 > < J 2l v lJ > 1 ( 4 2 ) 

The first and third terms in the r.h.s. of eq. (39) can give a contri
bution, the second can't. 
Now we apply again eq. (39) to the two terms in eq. (42) 

1) For the first term we get 

- F - F — <i|v|J1><J)|v|i]><i1|v|i2xi2|v|J2><J2|v|j> , 
ij iJ2 

now we use eq. (40) to remove the first underlining and we leave as an exercise 
the removal of the second. The final energy denominator is 

-1 
IJ iJ2 IJJ Ijjj I2J2 

2) For the second term we have 

1 1 ^IVlJjXJjIvIl,^^!— ["-<!, |V|I 2><I 2|V|J 2XJ 2|V|J> • 

+ ^ ^ V l ^ x ^ l v l ^ X ^ l Y l J ^ - < i | v 2 W 2 | j > 5 - i — — • i i — - 5 — * — - -
-i] U , I,j I 2J 2 I2j I,J2 I 2J 2 

The final result is 

<i]vWi J> - <i|v2w2|j> e - ' krrh-r * i r^rr + ^r^—l W ) 

ij u , I 2 J 2 u 2 I , J 2 i ^ i 2 j I,J I , J 2 

By now the attentive reader has certainly mastered the way of removing segments 
in the underlines and replace ihem by the appropriate denominators. Further-
aore be may be «mused by learning that the procedure to remove the lines was 
found first by induction after constructing explicitly the first few transfor-
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nations, that equations (39) and (40) followed aa a way of summarizing the 

rules and that the integral equation (37) appeared later in a completely dif

ferent context to be explained in section IV-I). Which shows how research 

can follow a chronological order that is the exact opposite of the logical one. 

Although we have not given a closed general expression for the ener

gy denominators there is a sign rule that emerges easily from eq. (39) and 

shows in the sign changes leading to eq. (43). 

Rule : calculate disregarding signs in eq. (39). Then add over-all phase 

(-) where m is the number of times i-states appear as intermediate in the 

case under consideration. 

By now we have completely decoupled the two blocks of our original 

matrix and we can concentrate on solving the eigenvalue problem in the first 

block. 

One of the advantages of transformation (34) is that it defines a 

natural biorthogonal system, by construction : 

<ï|i'>-fi.., (44) 
1 il' 

The eigenvectors corresponding to the first block will be linear 

combinations of the form 

\ \ - I Ci<iJ » I C?[<i|+ <ilv|J><Jl ] («) 
i 

The vectors <ï| are certainly not orthonormal but they are certainly 

linearly independent, which is enough to juarantee we can write the Schrôdinger 

equation : 

<$a|(H - E a) - 0 (46) 

By taking matrix elements to the right with |i'> and using eqs. (44) and (45) 

we obtain 

l C?«ï|H|i'> - 6..,Ea) -
ii' 

- Jc?[<i|V|j><j|v|i'> • « U . ( V <*|vji^ " V ] " ° ( 4 7 ) 
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In the representation we have adopted the matrix elements of U are 

not symmetric because of the non orthogonality of the dressed states. 

The manifest lack of symmetry is already apparent in the second or

der expressions through the energy denominator», since 

<I|H|i-> - second order - iiM£<J|v|i*> 

°iJ 

<ï'|H|i>- second order- <i|v|j><Jlv[i^ 

For strict degeneracy the asymmetry disappears but it is unavoida

ble in higher order. For example in eq. (47) 

<i|w|j><j|v|i'> i* <i'|w|j><J|v|i> (48) 

unless some accident occurs. 

Because of the lack of symmetry the conjugate state |5 > has no 

meaning and the Schrôdinger equation must be solved again for a new set of 

kets 1$ > 

V " Ki r > • C H - v i v *° • (49) 

He may be sure the spectrum is identical, as a determinant is invariant under 

interchange of rows and columns. The secular equation is 

2<£(<i'|H|i>- 6 u,E a) - 0 

By using eqs. (46) and (49) it follows that 

(50) 

<î0|H|*a<> -Ba<îBl*B.> " V ^ J V * (51) 

From which, assuming non degeneracy of the eigenvalue we obtain 

<5 IS ,> - L 6 ,- Î C?d?,<i|i'>6 , W o ao" £, ii' ' era' 
(52) 

The expressions <•_!•_<> or <îaliïat> are meaningless, but eigenvectors 

corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal in the sense of eq. (52). 
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The trouble is that the noroalization constant L is rather complicated. 

To achieve simple norm conditions we may use the matrix representa

tion, <£fHIi > or <i[Hji*>, of the Hamiltonian. Let's choose the first option 
i 

and assume hereafter that we only deal with dressed eigenkets and bare eigen-

bras. For the kets we keep eqs. (49) and (50) but for the bras we solve the 

" fictitious " eigenvalue problem 

<* al(H-E a). ^<i|(H-E a)- 0->Xc?(<i|H|ï'>-6..,Eci)-0 , (53) 

The secular equation is identical to that of eq. (47). 

The equivalent to eq. (52) is now 

<*JV> • £c?d-,<i|ï'> - £C?d? S g (54) 

Where the last identify represents a choice of normalization. 

The difficult norm problem in eq. (52), due to the presence of 

<I|I'> overlaps is circunvented by the existence of the biorthogonal system 

<i|, |i'>. 

The " true " eigenvectors are obviously l^*. The " fictitious " set 

<4 | corresponds obviously to the projections of <4> I onto the model space. 

Notice that such projections are defined within a normalization constant 

which has been chosen in eq. (54). 

It is interesting to notice that the Bloch-Horowitz paper makes 

use of a biorthogonal basis. In their construction however, the fundamental 

ingredient is the projected state. Its biortbogonal associate is introduced 

formally for the needs of the proofs and it never becomes clear whether it 

has a physical meaning. 

In a very precise sense it turns out that one of the hypothesis in the 

Bloch-Horowitz theory is a natural consequence of our formulation, which has 

the advantage of producing automatically a development which contains only 

" unperturbed " energies in the denominators, and has therefore all chances 

of being fully linked. 

He have insisted much on the need of having a theory with built in 

interpretative power. In case what we have done is not clear enough it is 

worth emphasizing that eq. (34) meets our demands. The state <i| may differ 

phenomenally from its dressed counterpart <i| but it gives it a name in a very 
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precise sense that becomes apparent in eq. (47). We have there a secular 

problem in which some effective interaction acts between bare states. This in

terpretation is close to a Heisenberg picture in which the state is fixed and 

the operator evolves. The alternative Schrodinger picture is present in the 

l.h.s. of the equation, in which the state evolves and the operator is kept 

fixed. 

In the last paragraph we have been using a language that has a time 

dependent tone. Although our formulation is purely stationary the similarity 

with Goldstone's is interesting to explore [G058]. 

Eqs. (34) and (35) have been postulated from the start and eq. (36) 

follows at once. The perturbative expansion is an analytic consequence. The 

way eq. (34) was suggested, however, was synthetic, in the sense that we 

thought of a sequence of perturbative transformations. 

We could associate formally some time evolution to the transforma

tions, but we won't even try to follow this line. The interesting thing is 

that we have departed from transformations of the type (22) and adopted an al

ternative (discussed in II-2)b)) which keeps the normalization constraint 

constant in the sense that 

<ï, any order |i> • 1 (55) 

To see the point clearly, assume we have reached some n-th order 

with states <i | and |j > having the following properties 

< r(n)jj(n) > . 0 <r(n)|H,j(n)> m 0 ( w 2 n / 2 n _ 1 } ( 5 6 ) 

6 

How construct 

<î<» + 1>| . <î<*>| * < ï ( n ) | H | J ( n ) > < J f a ) l 
eiJ 

,,(»•.)> . , j W > . |i<")><i<°)|H|jW> 
(57) 

E l j 
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a natural continuation of eq. (22), or the alternative transformation 

[<»•!)| .<i| . <I ( n )|H|j ( n>xj| 

(58) 
Ijft»». _ ,,. |l><î(n)|HlT<°>> 

It is at once clear that the transformation (58) has many advantages when 

compared with the one given in eqs. (57). 

For one thing conditions (56) and (55) are automatically fulfilled. 

Moreover, condition (55) is invariably violated by eqs. (57) beyond n " I, 

and conditions (56) can be enforced only by bringing in some dangerous recipe 

in which quantities of 0(N) will be neglected with respect of quantities of 

0(1). What's more, the only reasons to choose form (57) would stem from 

the argument at the end of section II-2)a) or from the hope of better conver

gence. 

The former's advantage has been superseeded by the possibility of 

writing the complete rules for the n-th term. The convergence argument is not 

good in that it is useless to work too hard on excellent numerators if the 

denominators are bound to be of the form £-.. It would be an excellent reason 

if, instead of e_.( we decided to use e . . e . » as energy denominators. 

The argument can be understood by reference to eqs. (12) to (14) 

of which eqs. (56) and (57) are the obvious generalization. They show that, 

the more diagonal ingredients we include in e. or £., the better off we are. 

In particular, in the extreme assumption of strictly diagonal i and j blocks, 

the second order coupling between blocks vanishes. It can be checked that the 

situation is identical if we calculate < ï l n + '|H|Jtn '> in eqs. (57). 

Except in numerical work that would be confined to low orders, the faster 

convergence would be upset by the enormous increase of complexity. (It is the 

reason that made us call the transformation (22) " clumsy " in the lines 

following eq. (24)). 

Although reason» of simplicity favour the adoption of transforma

tion! of type (58) the above discussion has unearthed the problem of choice 

of energy denominator». The theme will recur, and energy denominators will 

be extensively discussed in the future . The point we want to make clear 

is that the splitting between perturbed and unperturbed Hamiltonians is arti-
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ficial. The important thing if to chose the " unperturbed " denominators as 

close to the diagonal values in the chosen representation. As the representation 

changes from transformation to transformation, it is seen that much care is 

necessary in the choice of denominators. 

The profound reason to compare the sequence of transformations(58), 

with fixed norm in the sense (55) .with Goldstone's work [.G058] is that both 

allow to circunvent the perturbative normalization problem discussed in the 

preceeding chapter. The only assumption left in our formulation concerns the 

convergence of a Neumann development of eq. (37). In Goldstone's paper it takes 

the guise of an adiabatic switching hypothesis and of applies only to the non 

degenerate case, on which we concentrate now the discussion for reasons of sim

plicity. 

Assume in eqs. (34) and (35) there is only one state in i-space. 

Then <if is necessarily an eigenstate and its eigenvalue can be calculated by 

the following elementary operation 

E - <ï|H|i> - e. + <i|v|i> + <i|v|jxj|v|i> . (59) 

If, by expanding the operator V_ we obtain sufficiently rapid conver

gence for the energy, ve may decide to stop at a low order. 

To fix ideas, let's assume we have decided to stop at the second 

order. The energy would be 

E< 2>- £. + <i|V|i> * <MV[J><J|V|*> . 
' EiJ 

(61) 

-<i<'>lHli>-[<i| + < £' V|^ < J | ]H]J> • 

The equalities are trivial but raise a question : are we truncating 

the energy expansion or the wave-function expansion ? Superficially it makes 

no difference but we'll see there is a point in asking the question. 

In eq. (59) we have the exact energy obtained by taking the matrix 

element of the Eamiltonian between the exact state and some arbitrary compo

nent which has non vanishing overlap with it. For convenience we have chosen 

the |i> state, since the overlap is 1 by construction. Any other choice would 
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have been equally good and would have given the same result, as a consequence 
of eq. (37). This point will be treated in detail in chapter IV. 

Assuming the validity of a series expansion for the wave-function we 
obtained a series expansion for the energy, of which we kept only the first 
term shown in the first equality of eq. (61). 

The second and third equalities of eq. (61) state that instead of 
taking the overlap with the exact wave-function and then truncating we could 
have truncated first the wave-functinn and then taken the overlap with |i>. 
With |i> only, not with an arbitrary component. It means that we may well have 
a good approximation to the energy, but we know nothing about the correspon
ding wave-function. Except that we have a recipe to extract the approximate 
energy from <i j provided we calculate its matrix element with |i>. 

This recipe is at the heart of perturbation theory and allows very 
conveniently to treat as an approximation to the exact wave-function something 
that has little to do with it. 

We apologize if the last few pages are unduly long, but there is a 
fundamental difference between perturbation theory as derived in the text
books and Goldstone's proof which extends its validity far beyond its original 
limits. If we had been only after rederiving non degenerate perturbation theory, 
eq. (37) and the rules obtained for its series expansion would have been suf
ficient. However, we are dealing with the degenerate case and we have insisted 
upon a transparent interpretation. Our lengthy discussion is an introduction 
to the problems to be presented in the next section and in chapter IV : 

i) Degenerate perturbation theory is naturally derived in a non-Hermitian 
context due to the non orthogonality of the dressed states. To recover Hermi-
ticity we have to orthogonalize them. The procedure to be followed (used al
ready in chapter II) wil1. exploit the two possible interpretations of eq. (61). 
It will be the subject of next section (III-2). 

ii) The points we have raised lead to ask what is the true nature of the wave-
functions to be associated with a given approximate energy in n-th order. 
From a practical point of view, little will be gained. Conceptually, however, 
we hope to offer some clarifications in chapter IV. 
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III-2) Hermitian formulation of perturbation theory. The orthonormalization 

problem. 

After the arguments in the last pages of the preceeding section we 

simply state the steps to be followed in obtaining a Hermitian problem. 

The treatment will be general and the usual normalization prescriptions for 

the non degenerate case will emerge as a particular consequence. 

The representation <i|H|i'> in eq. (47) is non symmetric because of 

the non orthogonality of the dressed states (which will only appear as kets 

while the bare states will only be bras). 

To restore symmetry we need a transformation T (and its inverse T ) 

leading to a set of orthonormalized states {|i>}, 

HIM-» (Iï>) ( 6 2 ) 

such that 

<i|!'> - 6 i v (63) 

The states |i> must be linear combinations of |i> states to maintain 

the exact decoupling between blocks (see eqs. (34) to (36)). 

Let's write 

T » |Î><Î|T|Ï'><I'| (64) 

The inverse transformation will be 

T _ 1 . |ï'xi|T - 1 [I'xi' | (65) 

Dirac's notation is particularly useful here,as the orthonormalized 

bras are certainly not linear combinations of bare states but eq. (65) shows 

how to relate them : 

{<i|}T-1 —>{<"]} (66) 

Notice that the projectors in the i-space are |i><i| > the opera

tors |i><i| and |T><i[ are uselesB. 
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The above discussion insures that, if we construct linear combina
tions of dressed states |i> satisfying eqs. (63), then we could calculate the 
symmetric matrix elements <i|H|i'> defining an eigenvalue problem with the 
same spectrum of eq. (47). 

For Hermician matrices the eigenvalues are invariant under unitary 
transformations (U H U). V?e are stating that they are also invariant: under 
non unitary transformations (T H T ) , ,rovided one is careful to work with 
the proper biorthogonal system. Conversely : if we have a biorthogonal system, 
we can recover an orthogonal one provided we can find some T in eq. (62). 

To find T, let's try a linear combination of dressed states 

|*> - Ictn(|l> + |JXJ|V[I>)T n-0 

' M I > T 2 n + lJ>T2n+1> • "*«> 

T2n " <l|v|j,><J1|v|l1>...<II1.,|v|Jn><Jn|v|i> 

* 2 n + 1 - i i l X l l ^ 2 n r o - o u 

To determine the coefficients a we use condition (63) : 
XI 

<î'\î> = 

' 6 i i ' ° o V j , y o V v a v T 2 ( „ - v ) T 2 v + J 0 V v - 1 V 2 ( n - ; ) - l W = 6 i i ' 

(67) 

(68) 

WARNING ON NOTATION : When we write a product of the type T.T we'll always 
mean a matrix element between <i | and |i>. Hence Tffl is the object defined 
in (67) but T. has the dummy index I to the right and <-i' | to the left. lue 
algebra that follows is heavy enough to avoid unnecessary stars, hats, supers
cripts etc. 
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All tenu of the type T. T m with fixed k + m - 2n will be called of 
Order 2=. (The capital is used to distinguish it from the order in perturbation 
theory : a term of Order 2n will contain contributions to the norm of at least 
order 2n, as is obvious from the nature of V). A term of type T. h T where h 
is some natrix element of the Bamiltonian will be also called of Order 2n and 
will contain contributions to the energies of at least order 2n + 1 if h » V, 
oc 2D if h • H . o 

We can find a quadratic recursion formula for the coefficients a if 
we demand cancellation of all Orders in eq. (68) except the zeroth. 

The first few terms are 

a - 1 (initialization) 

Order 1 a,ceo ̂ V o ' 0 ' al " " 1 

2 a 2 V a i V i a i a r ° • a2 * I ( 6 9 > 

3 a 3a o + a 2a ] + a ^ t I a,a,- 0 , <>3- _ 76 
4 a A a o + a 3a, + I a 2a 2+ a 3a o + cyx,- 0 , a 4- ffg-

The quadratic recursion for a looks rather complicated but it is 
n -1/2 

simple : a is the coefficient of x in the expansion of (I + x) . The 
proof is left as an exercise. 

At this point we have found the transformation leading to the ortho-
normal set {i}. 

Ho.ice we have not expanded anything.So far out results are exact. 
The only mathematical problem may come from the way we have grouped terms ac
cording to Order in eq. (68). If the alternating series is indeed divergent 
and we have made it convergent by this trick, then we are likely to be in 
trouble. He hope however that everything goes well. 

Next step consists in calculating the matrix elements : 
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<ï'|H|ï> - <i'|H|i> + 

+ j , J 0 VvV2«-2v«
< 1l Vl I , > + 6II' ei> T2v 

+ J , J Q Vv-l«v T2(n-v)- 1(
< Jl Vl J' > + 6JJ' eJ> T2v+l 

+n-0 v-0 an-v av ( T2(n-V) +l
< Jl Vl I > T2v + T2<»-«> < : 1' Vl J > X2vI* < 7 0 ) 

WARNING ON NOTATION : capitals for states always mean implicit summation. 

Hence I, I', J,J' above, are always associated with the corresponding indexes 

in T. , which have not been written explicitly. 

We shall call " master " term of Order 2n the contribution (M11) contai

ning the g- and E factors. It has the following structure 

"" = < : L' I^IJ^^] JV|I2><I2|V|J3> •••<K nlvlL n t l> ... <J 2 n.,|v[i>-

+ + + + + + (71) 

•{e.,aa + E , a a ,+e T a.a , + . ..+£„ a r ,«, , .. .+a ,a E , +...+aae.} 
' i o n J, o n-1 I 2 1 n-! K n n PJ1 nrl o J^., 

w h e r e K n " X n ' L

n + 1 = J n + 1 ' [2] " ? • f c r n e v e n 

a n d W W W ["] " ¥ ' *°r « odd. 
We hope the notation is clear. The strategy to obtain the general 

matrix element is to use the integral equation (37) for each of the factors 

in the master term. It will demand three steps : 

1) regroup the energies as differences of the type E . 

2) Expand each factor <I|V1J> E U3ing eq. (37). 

3) Sum the result to the rest of eq. (70). 

Step 1. First we notice that if we replace all the energies e. and s by uni

ty, the master term (71) is identical to the contribution of Order 2n to the 

norm in eq. (70). Second we take advantage of the symmetry of the coefficients, 

already used in eqs. (69) and we consider only the terms going up to and in

cluding one half of the middle coefficient. 
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For the second half the calculations are identical. We have 

+ ^fnl arnl * ° < 6 9'> 
To redistribute the energies we reason as follows. 
The first factor has to be associated with the energy E., .The only 

l J » 
possible coefficient is a a . We call it A . (Notice the arrows in eq.(71)). 

The second factor has to be associated with the £ T . . The only possible 

coefficient is -(a a ,+ a a ). We call it A . o n—I o n 1 
The third factor will be (a a + a a ,+a.a , ) . o n o n-1 I n-I' 
T>e responsability for the leftovers of each operation keeps passing» 

but the buck itops at the middle term for which : 

An-.- < " > " ' ( W V » - l + • • •>• ("> n 3° '-I» rw, f") il 
A u - 0 (73) 
n 

The general term i s 

An= ( - ) m ( a a +a a ,+a.a ,+a,a ,+ . . . + a r - a r ^ n ) (74) 
m o n o n-I 1 n-I I n-2 \m\ a- m+l ' b ] L 2 J 

Obviously 

.m+h A n - f A n ,+ a r _,a r ~ ( - ) m + I ) (75) 
m l m-1 Tral n - Tm+n v ' ' 

To cast the master term in a useful form we write 

M"- J AnT <I|V|J>E T ,T, ,+ 7 AnT < j | v | l > e T T T „ , (76) L m m—l—J IJ 2n-m-l <•,, m m—>—I— IJ 2n-m-l m even m odd 
The expansion finishes automatically at m » n because of (73) and 

starts again for the second half of tr. In other words each pair of terms 
T, <>T and T <>T, comes with the same coefficient and we can restrict calcu-k m m K lations to k < m. 
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Step 2 : We rewrite in full eq. (37) to introduce a more compact notation. 

NOTATION 

E T - V + T V + V T - TVT (77) 

Here T is a matrix element of the operator V_ of type <i|v|J> or 
<:ilv|i> 

e is an energy of type £ IJ 
V is a matrix element with a sign : <l|v|j> , <j|v|l> , 

< J | V | J * > , -<ilv|i'> . 

Therefore, eq. (77) stands at the same time for 

E i j < i | v | j > - < i | v | j > + < i | V | j x j | v | . i > - < i | v | l > < l [ v | j > -

o r - < i | v | j > < j | v | I > < I | v | j > 

e i j < 3 | v | i > - < j | V | i > + <j I V l j ' x j ' | v | i > - < j 1 V 11><! 1 V| i > -

- < j | v | I > < I | v | j > < j | v | i > 

(78) 

(79) 

Replacement in eq. (76) leads to 

if1' Y FA" T V T, ,+T ̂ ,V T, ,+T V T, -T ,V T. 1 '•l m m 2n-m-I m+I 2n-m-l m 2n-m m+1 2n-m m *~ J 
(80) 

The conventions adopted in eq. (77) allow to dispose of the diffe
rence between even and odd contributions. 
In eq. (80) M11 contributes to different Orders. It is convenient to sum over 
n and regroup the total contribution to Orders 2n and 2n+1. 

Order 2n collects two terms, 

I A n(T V T, +T_.V T, , ) « y(An+ A n ,)T V T„ 
' m m 2n-m m+I 2a-m-l t v m m - 1 ' m 2n-m 

I ' A J V M V » . • • • ' • • • • • " - I - 0 

• l i t ] 
(81) 
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The first equality results from the shift of dummy index m in the 

second term. An undefined A , appears that is obviously set to zero. The se

cond equality uses eq. (75). 

Order 2n+l collects two terms and we shift indexes in one of them to 

obtain 

£An*'T V T, X 1-A
DT^.,V T, - H A n + 1 - A n , ) T V I , x l , (82) 

u m m 2n-m+l m m+l 2n—m *• ̂  m m— \' m 2n-m+l ' ' 
m m 2n-m+l m m+I 2n-m zr m m-1-1 m 2n-m*l 

n - 0,...,» . A™ - 0 

Step 3 : We start by rewriting eq. (70) incorporating the compact notations. 

<Î'|H|Î> - <i'|H|i> + I M° + 

I I « n « r J.n<->
m+ " I 

*• _ t _ tin ti—liB+ll m 

+i, io^fî'] m 2n-m 

+ I I aria r i " ' , _ , < 8 8> n n M» n- m m 2n-m+l n-0 m-0 
ïr ill r 1 J 

By inserting expressions (81) and (82) it is clear that the even 

Order contributions vanish. He are left with 

* °° n 1 
<i* |H|i> » <i'|H|i> + T I (dr 1<* n + A n + -A n ,}T V T, ... (84) 

1 1 ' ' K. L

0

l m n- m m m-1' m 2n-m+l v ' 
n-0 m-0 |2| ,„. 

eo n 
> <i'|H|i> + 7 J 6 T VT, _11 1 1 '. ' . m i 2n-m+ n-0 m"0 

Equation (84) solves the problem of expressing in a manifestly Hermi-

tian representation the eigenvalue problem in i-space. 

At this stage we are ready to have a look at a few terms. No effort 

will be aade to give a closed expression for the coefficients 8 . 
mn 
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The following table gives the first few coefficients a and A n 

n m 

n 0 1 2 3 4 5 

a - A n 1 - 1 / 2 3/8 -5 /16 35/128 -63/256 
n o 

A° - 1 / 2 1/8 -1 /16 5/128 - 7/256 

A° 1 / 8 - 1 / 8 15/128 -28/256 

A^ - 1 / 8 9/128 -12/256 

The f i r s t terms in the expansion of the matrix elements are 

< ï ' | H | ï > - < i ' | H | i > • 4 t < l ' | v | j x j | v | i > + < i ' | v | j x j | v | i > 1 + 

[-* (VT^- TVT2) + jgCVTj- TVT4) 

- ffgCVT,- TVT6) • ^ ( T 2 V T 5 - T 3VT 4) + 

+ corresponding terms T VT. , k>£ I 

(85) 

The symmetry of the matrix element is evident. 

Two properties suggested by eq. (85) can be proven in general. 

a) Fairing of terms. Consider two consecutive terms in the expansion, m and 

m + I, with m even. The sum of the corresponding coefficients given in 

eq. (84) is 

»n+l_An ^.n+l_An 

W H IT»] 
The proof follows from eq. (75) which we apply twice, remembering 

that m is even. 

"MV?1 >*f-r««r * vi + w A m • ° ( 8 6 ) 

b) Vt-ishing of the odd term. When there is a coefficient that can't be paired 

it vanishes. In eq. (85) it is the case for the term T, V Tj which does not 
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appear. Ihe situation occurs for even n in eq. (84) as it produces an odd num

ber of terns T. V T^ with k < i. The odd te 

when n » 2u. The associated coefficient is 

ber of terns T. V T„ with k < H. The odd term T V T , occurs for n » m 
K * n n+1 

Vv + A2V " A2V-1 M 2 6vo ( 8 7 ) 

As follows from eq. (72). 
i 

These properties of the expansion are quite welcome in that for the 

non degenerate case, eq.(84) reduces to 

<î|H|î> - <i|H|i> + <i|V|jxj|vli> - <i|H|ï> (88) 

which is the least «e could expect. 

If now we want to expand perturbât' *.ly the matrix element <j|v|i> , 

eq. (88) guarantees the validity of the two usual prescriptions that were the 

object of long discussions in section II-2a) and following eq. (59). We 

repeat the prescriptions to calculate the energy up to n-th order in pertur

bation theory. 

l*)Calculate the wave-function to order n - 1 and take the matrix element 

with the bare state 

|i< n-»> . |i> + •Cilyfr-^IJXJI — > E ( n ) - <i|H]i ( n" 1 )> (89) 

The objection against this procedure is that it is justified for 

the exact wave-function only. He have already shown how Goldstone's deriva

tion and the method we have derived remove this objection. 

2*) Calculate the wave-function perhaps only to some " convenient " order 

(see discussion after eq. (21)). Normalize to order n and sandwich,keeping 

only terms of order n. The objection was the neglect of 0(N) terms compared 

to 0(1). It is removed by eq. (88), which incidentally shows that the pertur-

bative normalization in the non degenerate case is only a source of complica

tions . 
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Useless as it is in the non degenerate case, perturbative orthonor-
aslization becomes essential if we want to obtain a Hermitian problem. 

The matrix elements in eq. (84) are still exact. Row we could exa
mine them and decide that a series expansion converges fast enough to truncate 
at a certain point. 

He» we move to eq. (65) where we have prepared for the truncation and 
notice that terms of Crder n can give contributions to all orders starting 
with n + 1. 
Order 1. provid •> simply the (half sum) symmetrized matrix elements of eqs. (47) 

and (50). 

Order 2. does not exist. There are only odd Orders 
Order 3. starts contributing only in 4th order. Let's consider in detail the 
part explicitly shown in eq. (85) 

- jl<V |Y|j'><J'lV|lXl|v|j><j|v|i>-<i'|V|j'><J'|v|l><l|v|J><J|V|i>) (90) 

It is clear that in the expansion 

V - V + V 2+ VV + ..., (91) 

the least we can keep is the V term. Using rule (40) to remove the 
line (-—-times we'll have to work harder) we get 

f* '|v|j'><j'|v|i><i|v|j><j|v|i>[-—J-— - - l

r-r~] (92) 
16IJ,eIJeiJ e i ' J ' e I J E u J 

vV 
Of all the possible terras in 4th order, only — — gets a contribu

tion. 
Now let's collect the total contributions of Orders 1 and 3 (remem

bering to add the term with k >Jt in eq. (85) to expression (92).We obtain : 
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The reader is invited to compare this expression to eq. (32). There 
is one superficial difference and one profound similarity. 

The difference ia that the denominators are not exactly equal. It 
stems fro» the fact that orthonormalization (67) is elegant and easy to work 
with but not unique. It corresponds in spirit to the second option discussed 
in section II-2) b). Hence the difference between eqs. (32) and (93) is of the 
same nature exhibited in eq. (24). (The reader is invited to calculate third 
order terms with eq. (85) and compare with eq. (24) ) 

The similarity cooes from the term with coefficient 1/8. Examining 
eqs. (27) to (33) one is surprised by its incongrous presence in eq. (32). 

The result from eq. (85) reveals a structural reason for the 
difference between V V and its fourth order neighbours. 

Eqs. (85) are sufficient to calculate anything to 8th order. Notice 
also that terms are all given by Order I, terms \? 'v 2 need at most Order 
3 etc. 

The discussion for the non degenerate case after eq. (86) extends 
clearly to the degenerate one and the justification for perturbative orthonor' 
malization as used in chapter II becomes clear. 

Hermiticity has been achieved in a rigorous and (we hope) transpa
rent way. There are minimal ambiguities in the choice of energy denominators 
and one is certainly not entitled to symmetrize arbitrarily. Order 1 in 
eq. (85) already produces a perfect, -.ymmetric matrix, but it is not enough. 

We have managed to orthonormalize perturbativelj some dressed sta
tes. But : what are those states ? He turn to the question. 
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IV - The wavefunction problem and linked cluster theory in the non degenerate 

case. 

To the expert it is probably evident that our results of the preceding 

chapters, when recast in many body notation will yield a linked cluster expan

sion, at least for the non degenerate case. For the degenerate systems, the for

mal similiraty is such that, even if the conclusion is not evident it is at 

least very plausible. However, it is always good to give a proof of what seems 

evident. Mot only because of mathematical rigour : some interesting insight may 

be gained. 

In our case, we can see two ways of providing the proof : 

i) translate our expansion to many body language, presumably diagrammatic, and 

check the cancellation of unlinked terms. This was the procedure adopted by 

Brueckner in discovering linked cluster theory and it has been followed by 

Brandow in his work on the degenerate case. Goldstone diagrams make the task re

latively easy and we are going to sketch such a proof in next chapter. 

ii) Translate directly eq. (37) into many body language. Then it becomes imme

diately apparent how linked cluster properties force their way into our picture, 

even if we have never heard of them : by dictating a very definite form to the 

wavefunction, the only one that will allow the equations to make sense. 

The second procedure is not only instructive ; it carries with it the 

necessary hints of a full theory in terms of coupled linked integral equations 

that yield directly a perturbative expansion, but are also adapted to non per-

turbative solutions. 

For non degenerate systems, such a theory already exists under the name 

exp S and it has led to important numerical development[KLZ78J contains a 

very complete review). Historically,[CK60] the theory has its starting point in 

Hubbard's exponential expression for the many body wavefunction, incorporating 

the linked cluster features of diagrammatic perturbation theory (HU.">7a], [HU57bj. 

As we shall wee, there is no need to introduce the exp 5 form from 

the outset, and we'll find it is fairly easy to work with a " naïve " 
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wave-function, i.e., one that does not know yet of its expS behaviour. 

The factorization (exponential) properties will emerge naturally and forcibly 

in the non degenerate case. Due to the structure of eq. (37), the extension 

to the (quasi)degenerate problem will be simple. 

The programme we have outlined is worth implementing, but it is also 

quite vast and it deserves to be treated in detail in a separate paper, whose 

main merit might well be to keep this one within finite time and space bounds. Still, 

we think the reader deserves to know now why we have made such a fuss about the 

wavefunction problem. 

Forced to an uneasy compromise, we have decided to present here the 

simplest case in the simplest way : we shall deal with a non degenerate infinite 

system and abandon all pretence to generality (and to a lesser extent rigour). 

Hence, little will be said that is not known to exp S experts but the deriva

tion and notations will be radically different. 

IV-1. Equation (37) revisited 

Let's assume we write the exact wavefunction for some state as 

|ï> - |i> + |jxj|v|i> (94) 

The energy could be obtained by overlapping to the left with <i|H, 

E - <i|H|ï> « <i|H|i: + <i[v|J><j|v|i> (95) 

We apologize for rewriting the same thing for the third time at least. 

The energy could be also obtained by overlapping to the left with 

any state <j|H 

<j|H|ï> = <j|v|i> + <j|H|J><j|v|i> - <j|t>E -

- <j|V|i> <i|H|i> + <i|v|j><j|v|i> , (96) 
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which is obtained by doing obediently the replacements indicated by eqs. (94) 

and (95). From eq. (96) we get trivially 

<j|v|i> + <j|H|JXJ|v|i> - <j|v|ixi|H|i> - <j|vli><i|v|jxj|v|i> -

- <j|V|i> + <j|v|jxj|v|i> - <j|v|ixi|v|j> - <jjvji><i|v|Jxj|v|i> 

- e i j ^ M * » • ° <97> 

Which is none other than eq. (37) specialized to the non degenerate 

case. 

There is still another way of deriving the same equation : use eqs. 

(94) and (95) and demand 

<ï|H|i> - <ï|ï> E (98) 

The exercise is left to the reader. 

The important point to notice is that once we truncate we can safely 

use eq. (89) to obtain the energy. What can't do, is the interpretation of 

ji > as a wave-function. It is simply that part of the wave-function we 

need to calculate the energy. That much we had announced in section 11-2) a) 

and now we can see it is the case. Eq. (95) is very nice but eq. (96) is also 

there and if we apply it to the truncated " wave-function " |i > we obtain 

nonsense. 

The least we could request of the truncated wave-function is 

to obey eq. (96) to within some approximation compatible with the approxi

mations made in truncating the energy expansion. 

IV-2. Elementary remarks on many body wàvefunctions. 

From now on we have an infinite system and state |i> will be identi

fied with the filled Ferai aea and called (0>. Occupied (hole states) will be 
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called i,j,k,£ etc., and empty (particle) states will be called a,8,Y.S...etc. 

The exact wavefunction will be w-itten as 

|ô> = |0> • 2A a 8..|aBij> + SA a B Y i j kl"BYiik> +... +SA a e > t i jJaB..ij..> +.. ( M ) 

The typical np-nh state is 

|n> » |a6...ij...> - a*a*... a.a....|0>, a+6+...-i+j+... (100) 

He assume the labels (<x$.. .,ij...) represent momenta (we ignore spin) 

and are ordered in some convenient way so that each state is counted only once. 

As the total wavefunction must be antisymmetric under interchange of particles 

or holes but invariant under exchange of dummy indexes, the amplitudes A a .. 
ctp. • ij • • 

must bè antisymmetric. Notice that it makes no sense to interchange a particle 

index with a hole index. He adopt the following notations ; 

Viiiv V . . i j - . . = A ( n ) = ' ^ = ^ ~ ~ = V (.01) 

The Hamiltonian is written as 

H = T W . a + a V a + ZX a+a (102) *• rstu r s t u r r r r r<s 
t<u 

Where T is the kinetic energy, W is the normalized and antisyrame-

trized matrix element of V and r,s,t,u run over particle and hole indexes. For 

H we adopt Golds tone1s diagrammatic notation for either the direct or the rstu r — 
exchange term, but not both, to respect the convention in eq. (102). Both terms 

have always the same morphology except for particle hole scattering illustrated 

in eq. (103) in which the subscript G stands for Goldstone's. 

^ " ^ r Y A t J (103) 

It is a matter of convenience to choose one representation or the other. 
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To write eq. (95) i s no problem : 

E - f i i + J . w i j i r j e

A a e i j w

a 6 i i - V A <"•> 
i<j 

Eq. (96) is not so simple : there are many sorts of eq. (96). Let's choose the 

simplest variant with |j> s |aSij>. 

< a Sij|H|ô>-A a B i j( VA)- -W a B i j +A a 6..(V
eaeij ) + E Aa'6'ij Wa'B'cB 

2 3 3 3 
+EAa6i'j'WiJi'J,"2:Aa'Bi'jWa'iai'"2:Aa,Bij,Wa,jaj'"2:Aae'i'jW6'iei' 

3 4 4 4 

_ Z Aag'ij , W6'j6j'^a'BYijkVYak^ag'YijkVYBk'^aeYi': :Vk' 

(105) 

- £ AaBYiJ 'kWYjkj ,~ZAaBY«ijkS.WY6'k«. 

where the sums extend over primed and unprimed indexes different from ctBij 

e „•• " E +e»- e . - e. , E - ÎW . .+ T (106) 
agij a g l j ' r . rin rr ' 

Terms of type Kpp), 2(hh) and 3(ph) correspond to rescattering (of 

the type indicated in parenthesis) within the 2p2h space. Terms 4 and 5 come 

from the 3p3h and 4p4h spaces respectively. 

Equation (105) is not precisely beautiful and it has beei written 

mainly as convincing evidence that better notation is needed. However, it al

lows some exploratory assumptions. 

I) We drop terms of type (4) and (5). Then we have the complete eigenvalue pro

blem in the truncated space 0p-0h+2p-2h. As an approximation it sounds useful 

but it is useless. No gain in energy will result. 

A proof is given in (BR58, page 79 ) and we restrict ourselves to a 
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simple arguaent : the amplitudes A ... must be 0(1 /SI) to insure that A in eq. 
(104) be 0(R). Therefore A _..(E +A) is 0(1). Unfortunately in the r.h.s. of 

eq. (105) there is nothing left of 0(1) except the tern A „. -E . All the rest 
ocpij o 

is 0(1/8) since A and W are both 0(l/ft) and the sums over states contribute at 

most an 0(H). 
2) To obtain something familiar we neglect terms of type 1,2,3,4 and 5 and find 

"Sij e

a 0 i j - A < I 0 7 > 

which is the Brillouin Uigner first approximation to the wavefunction. 

3) To get the right result we have to drop the A term in the denominator of 

eq. (107). Therefore, it is imperative to find in the r.h.s. of eq. (105) some

thing that could cancel the corresponding contribution in the ft.h.s. There is a 

good candidate : term 5. Let' write 

AaBY«ijW " A

a 6 i A o T a
 + R ' { I 0 8 ) 

where R is a remainder we shall study later. For the time being we drop it. Then 

- r W i U 1 W - A a 6 i j A + I Aa$ij\«u\oU ( 1 0 9> 

where the sua over P indicates that at least one of the labels y6kl must be 

equal to one of the labels aSij• This Pauli violating compensation becomes neces

sary since A is a sua over all states while the sum on the H.h.s. of eq. (109) 

obviously demands respect of the exclusion principle. At this stage we also drop 

this term (it will be useful later). Therefore we try the following approxima

tion : neglect term 1,2,3 and 4 in eq. (105) then deal with term 5 as indicated 

above and get 

i . . J ï ê i i (no) 
^ eagij 

which is the Rayleigh-Schrodinger approximation to the amplitude A^\* The full 

wavefunction alao hat 4p-4h components at implied by eq. (108). which so far 
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is only an assumption. The proof comes by following the advise given earlier : 
take eq. (96) seriously. In this case it means that we have to examine the equa
tions for the 4p-4h, 6p-6h etc. amplitudes and show that they are satisfied by 
making the same assumptions that lead to approximation (110). 

For A... the equation reads : 

AoBY6iJtl(A"eaBr«iJk*)" " Ao6ijWY6TcrAy6Tc£WaPij"5:A(6)V' ( , n ) 

Now we replace the A,,, amplitudes by expression (110), we apply (106) 
and the corresponding assumption to A,,, so as to cancel the term in A. Then 

W W eaB. . ^ "ctfij W l e a 6 i j ^J °'2> 

an identity that holds through the additivity of the energy denominators as defi
ned in eq. (106). This proof is extended by induction to the A, . equation. At 
least for this very simple case the factorization hypothesis (108) and its ob
vious generalizations turn out to be true* 

As a consequence we can exhibit a perfectly good wave-function that 
goes with the second order approximation to the energy. It contains components 
over the whole space of np-nh and has good chances of having an overlap with the 
exact 
lue. 

-23 exact one that is far better than 10 if the energy is close to the exact va-

The idea one could approximate quite well the energy with a bad wave-
function is dangerous nonsense, closely parallel to the notion that perturbati-
ve normalization has some literal meaning in the many body case. 

IV-3. Linked cluster equations. 

Rather than giving only the transcription of eq. (105) to diagramma
tic form, we shall write in full the general case for A... The equations 
can be written schematically as follows 

<a(5...ij...|H|0> «EA ( n )-eA ( n )+S ^IvIn^A^.j , (113) 

n'- n, n±l, ni» , 
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where the sum over n' runs over all possible states having n'p-n'h. 
The calculation of the matrix elements in eq. (112) is a very simple exercise 
that only demands some care with the signs. Instead of going the derivations we 
write the final result and explain carefully the conventions. 

-'-'• vvy..v+ w_v (114) 

CONVENTIONS AND RULES 

1) The A . . amplitude to the left corresponds to the np-nh state 

10iB« • -Y- - -5- • »vi- - -ij • • »lc- - • Jt» • «in> (115) 

5ach label corresponds to a free line as in definition (101). 
2) Each diagram stands for the sum of all possible diagrams having the same struc
ture. Diagram -2 for example, corresponds in eq. (Ill) to the first two terms -
in the r.h.s. Diagram 0 corresponds to all possible pp.hh and ph rescatterings 
among the lines, i.e. terms of type 1,2 and 3 in eq. (105), and in general 
n(2n-l) terms. The number of distinct diagrams in each class is called the 
multiplicity of the corresponding diagram in eq. (114). The multiplicity is fi
xed for diagrams 0(n(2n-l)), +l(n) and +2(1). In the other cases it is variable 
and can be zero by momentum conservation (e.g. diagram -1 for n-2 (eq. 105)). 
3) Implicit sums over internal lines are assumed. 
4) Each internal IK le line carries a minus sign. 
5) For the signs to be consistent in eq. (114), wheraver possible ,free lines on 
the r.h.s. must he in the same order they appear in the t.h.s. (see convention 
1) or differ at most by an even permutation (e.g. the pair ai interchanged with 
the pair gj in definition 111). For diagrams +1 and +2, the rule recommends to 
leave the external lines in fixed order and move the interaction vertex in all 
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possible ways rather than leave it fixed in first position and reshuffle the 

lines. Both options are acceptable, though, provided it is clear which one is 

chosen. 

6) Diagram -1 needs a special sign convention to cover the cases ir. which the 

previous rule cannot be applied directly. Fig. 1 is a blow-up of the relevant 

portions of eq. (114) indicating the right ordering for matrix element W . . 
YuJtu' 

Fig. 1 

For a matrix element of the form «f^ , rule 5) can apply directly. 

Hie need of special care in this case is associated to the tricky multiplicity 

of these diagrams. 

7) It should be constantly born in mind that the amplitudes are fully antisym-

metrized as pointed out before definition (101). Hence everything to the r.h.s. 

of eq. (114) must be antisymmetric in the free particle and hole lines. In some 

cases overlap between rules 2) and 7) occurs, e.g. in diagram -2. Ambiguities 

are resolved by insisting on having all the terms antisymmetrized and in avoi

ding to double count. 

8) The energies £ are the sums of the single particle minus the single hole 

values, as defined in eq. (106). 

It goes without saying that all diagrammatic equations that follow 

will be made consistent with the rules which so far apply only to eq. (114). 

To obtain fully linked équations we shall invoke the factorization 

hypothesis of eq. (108) and its generalizations. 
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A ( 4 ) " A ( 2 ) A ( 2 ) + A ( 4 ) 

A ( 5 ) » A ( 3 ) A ( 2 ) + A ( 5 ) < " « 

A ( 6 ) " A ( 2 ) A ( 2 ) A ( 2 ) + A ( 4 ) A ( 2 ) + A ( 3 ) A ( 3 ) + A ( 6 ) 

For A . , } the digraramatir. counterpart i s 

\£VW 
WW (116' ) 

For A.j» and A,,, the extensions are obvious. 

Eq. (116) represents the link between the naïve and the exp(S) forms of the wave-

function. The index L stands for linked and the corresponding amplitudes A. . 

are usually called S. .. So far we are only making an assumption, the proof 

will come when the systematic replacement of forms (116) in eq. (114) is shown 

to remove all unlinked contributions. Notice that the A... and A,., amplitudes 

are identical to A.,} and A-,, because of momentum conservation, a restrictive 

hypothesis that can be eliminated by introducing an A... amplitude. It is also 

worth mentioning that the rules allow to dispose of numerical (factorial) weights 

in eq. (116) (and elsewhere) since we always deal with ordered indexes and anti

symmetric expressions. 

To replace eqs. (116) in eq. (114) is perfectly trivial for the -2 

i -1 diagrams. The other cases involve some subtleties that are all illus

trated in the contributions of A,,» to the A,,\> A,-, and Af,. equations, as 

shown in the following expressions : 

o w - o,w- ai><zv 
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\ A \ / \ A V J > 0 W + V^/"aV 
(118) 

WW-WW 
D 

•WW-
(119) 

To understand the origin of the different terms it is useful to start 
by examining Fig. 2, in which the shapes of the polygones and the length of 
their sides are arbitrary, but represeot the monenta in play (they could also be 
taken to be m-projections of angular momentum, in case we work in a spherical 
representation for finite nuclei). 

Fig. 2 
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Diagrams 2a to 2d represent the possible factorizations in eq. (116'), which 
correspond to the following algebraic expressions 

AaBY«ijkiL " AaBij Ay6W + A(4) i U ) 

AapY«ijk£ " A o.6ij Y«W * Aaeki\6ij * A(4) ( 2 b ) 

AagY«ijki " Aa6ijAY«lc«. * Aa6iJlASYJk + A(4) < 2 o > 

Aaey6ijkl " A(4) < Z d ) 

For (2a) there is only one possible factorization, which would yield in eq. (117) 
the U (unlinked) and L (linked) terms. However, in eq. (116') there are only 
free lines, while in eq. 017) the Y<5kH lines (say) are contracted and summed 
over. It means that in some cases the configuration 2b will be possible, leading 
(in addition to U and L) to the PPHH (particle-particle, hole-hole «scattering) 
diagram in eq. (117). The configuration 2c corresponds to the PHPH (particle-hole) 
diagram, while 2d is a possible A,,, that cannot factorize in any way and is 
linked from the start. 

It is at this point that the subtleties that make rule 7 necessary 
become apparent : for some values of the (dutmy) indexes, y&V-H-, configuration 
2c will be possible with a and B (or i and j) interchanged. Hence diagram PH in 
eq. (117) must be taken to include the corresponding exchange 'term. In other 
words : antisymmetrization must be carefully enforced in the r.h.s. of the 
equations.In principle, diagram PHPH could be written in the form of diagram PPHH, 
by reversing arrows of one of the internal lines and changing signs (three ex
changes are needed). However, it is better to keep the diagrams separate for 
physical reasons to be discussed soon. Tn what follows, the arrows in PPHH type 
terms will be omitted. 

Fig. 2e is only drawn to illustrate the use of the momentum graphs 
in getting the multiplicity (nine) of the -1 term in eq. (114) for n • 3. 

Figs 2f and 2g show some possibilities of multiple factorization for 
the A,,, amplitude. 
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The orit of the P (Pauli) countcrterm in cq. (117) has been explai
ned in eq. (109) : it comes from adding and substraeting exclusion violating 
lin.es so as to have unre.-.tricted summations in the U term. Notice that the P 
term either violates exclusion (the dotted.lines are identical) or violates 
momentum conservation. 

Tilings are simpler in eq. (118) for which the factorization may choose 
to respect the bubble (B diagram) or split it (S diagram), in which case a minus 
sign is necessary to keep the same order for the free lines in the r- and SL.h.s. 

of the equation. 

In eq. (119) things are even simpler and serve as illustration of the 
linked cluster mechanism in a transparent way : the interaction line may either 
remain in one of the factorized cluster*(U) or relink both (It). In the former 
case it is useless and has to go since it contains information already proces
sed in a previous(A,,} in this case) equation. The relinking is useful in kee
ping the equations coupled. 

The only remaining task to obtain linked equations is to replace 
eqs. (117) to (119) (or their obvious generalizations) in eqs. (114). For n = 2 
and 3 (the A... and A... equations) no thinking is. involved , only drawing, and 
we postpone it for a few lines. For A.,v the situation is slightly less obvious. 

( » . . ) \ / \ / \ / \ / . - \ / \ / \ / \ / 

-VW\A\/~WV ( 1 M ) 

(TOVVVV 

http://lin.es
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w(VV\/\A\/\/\'\/). 
-w w -v-wv 
+w'vv+vv-vv 

0 * OK 

Az-vvy-Vavyy 
-\/\/\A\A\/W/\/ 

'» '• (120*) -wwQ-vyvvo 
-WOW- [*-W]W 

2C 20 

Eq. (120) is simply eq. (114) for n » 4.'Eq. (120") is equation (120) 
after subtitutions (117) to (119) are made. Up to and including term 2B every 
is straightforward. In 2A and 2B the suns are unrestricted.: the Pauli counter-
teras for 2A have been included in 2C, those for 2B in ETC. Term 2C contains 
A,,., not Af... Its origin is the following : the A(2}AY2,A''2} factorizations of 
A,,, in eq. (116) produce the fully unlinked term 2A and the partial relinkings of 
type PPHH and PHPH between two clusters (eq.(117)). To those we add the Pauli 
counterterms of 2A as stated and we add and substract tern 2D. Tern 2R is the 
fully relinked residue of the A(5) A{2) A(2) f a c t o'Î2ation. 

Terms 2A and 2B cancel exactly the A term in t.h.s. of cq. (120'). 
If now v:t move terra 2D to the l.h.s. of the equation and consider the remaining 
unlinked terns in the r.h.s. wc notice that -1,0U,1U and 2C are exactly the r.h.s. 
of eq. (114) for n - 2, multiplied by a spectator cluster. The unlinked terras 
in the l.h.6. arc conveniently the $..h.«. of eq. (114) multiplied by the same 
spectator. This stataent demands a minor clarification.associated to rule 2) 
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Term - 2 - - W B B j * y t t ] t - A a p . . W y 6 k J l (121 ) 

( 2 A "" W « M > W W " C<A " e«Pij> + ^ - e

Y 0 U > > a B i j A Y S k t < l 2 , ' > 

All terms in eq. (120') stand for all possible contributions. Hence 
ter» -2 stands for two contributions if A».* factorisas as in Fig. 2a (eq. (121 )) 
of for four (Figs. 2b and 2c) or for none (Fig. 2d). For the case of multipli
city two, equation (121') shows how to distribute the energies. The factor 2A 
comes from the existence of two terms 2C and her.ee two terms 20 etc. If the 
multiplicity is higher there are more terms, hence more replicas of eq. (114) 
(multiplied by unlinked spectators) ur.bedded in eq. (120'). 

In all cases the unlinked terms go cleanly provided we add the corres
ponding Pauli counterterms. For example : to term OU we must add exclusion viola
ting lines. To substract them we exchange two lines to convert the counterterm 
into linked (OR) form. The sign changes and we are left with the OR term free of 
Fauli restrictions on the internal lines. 

The contributions grouped under ETC are all linked (they come from the 
relinking of A...A, and A.A, and from the contractions involving A._« and A „ J . 

It only remains to write the linked cluster equations for A,,», A/ 3\ 
and A^ 

- W-VVA-/-V- fiVV 

http://her.ee
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-VW- v-\/\/A/-\/\/ 
(123) 

- vm/ - Vj W- WaW 

- W W - W W 

- VVVgV- v^£^v— 
(124) 

Equation (12.2) for A,„. has been written in full. The A... equation 
(123) is complete except for the omission of the A.,, contraction. For the 
A... equation many terms are left out that can be easily recovered in eq. (120'). 
At this point the subscript L could be dropped since only linked amplitudes 
remain. 
The three equations are the first of an infinite coupled system for the A. . 
amplitudes (eq. (104) is the " zeroth " ) . The derivation of eq. (124) contains 
the necessary elements to extend the proof of their'linked nature by induction, 
but it will be assumed the conjecture has been made plausible enough and no 
further proof will be given in this paper. There are however a few elementary 
remarks worth making to start clarifying the nature of the equations. 

i) Factorization hypothesis and exponential form. It is important to notice 
that eq. (116) has its origin in eq. (108). How to factorize a particular am
plitude depends in principle on. the equations under consideration and the recipe 
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is to include in eq. (116) and its extensions, exactly «hat is needed to elimi
nate unlinked contributions. An example will illustrate the point. In the fac
torization for A,,, we have included a tern A,,tA,,*. Up to and including the 
equations for A... ((120), (120') and (124)) the need for such a term is not felt 
in the sense that it is not necessary to cancel anything and it simply brings 
in new couplings whose need or use are not evident yet (they have been included 
in ETC in eq. (120*)).It is only in considering the A,., and A,,, equations 
that it will become evident that A,,, in eq. (116) is linked only if the A,..A... 
factorization is included. Therefore, the " expS " behaviour is constructively 
generated by trial and error, but it does not take too long to find the general 
rule : factorize in all possible ways. Momentum diagrams as in Fig. 2 are quite 
helpful in understanding the mechanism. 

ii) The non linear nature of the equations. Its origin is clear : a (linear) 
eigenvalue problem is not really linear. As the coupled equations are simply 
a restatement of the SchrSdinger equation their solution involves a spectrum 
and not only a ground state. However, in the infinite system the energy calcu
lated is an extensive quantity (0(N)), while the excitation energies are 0(1), 
i.e. they involve effects that will be systematically neglected in solving 
the equations. Hence, it is hopeless to try to extract a spectrum from them, 
without introducing special techniques (degenerate theory or Green's functions). 
The finite systems may bring in some interesting problems, in particular when 
large but finite (Shell Model) matrices are studied in terms of the coupled 
equations. 

iii) Truncation and variational properties. The coupled equations are interesting 
only when a drastic truncation is warranted. As we shall see,eq. (122) by itself 
contains several classics of many body theory even if the couplings to A.,,, and 
A... are neglected. The truncation however destroys the variational properties 
of the full system (refer to eq. (98) and remember it is identical to eq. (37) 
which is identical to the coupled equations). Granted that the truncated A f„. 
aquation makes already much sense, the explicit request of improving the varia
tional properties of the amplitude, may be helpful in selecting special couplings 
to the other equations. 
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iv) Perturbation theory and normal systeaa. The possibility of using, at least 
formally, the perturbative expansion is naturally associated to normal Fermi 
liquids, which means that the Fermi sea has a privileged position in the wave-
function. If the privilege is lost, i.e. A,, becomes comparably big for selected 
np-nh states, then the truncation of the equations for small n may become meaning
less. 

For normal systems, the coupled equations circunvent the need of having 
a full pertur*>ative expansion and then sum selected families of diagrams to 
avoid singularities and divergences. 

In a very clear sense, the trt -cated integral equations are midway 
between the exact ScbrSdinger problem and the full diagrammatic expansion. The 
truncation can be interpreted as a weak perturbative assumption. 
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IV-4. Perturbative expansions and diagrammatic arguant». 

To get a preliminary idea of how and which diagrams are generated by 
eq. (122) we single out a part of it which we write as 

•VV-YAA^iV+W-iy (125) 

In addition to neglecting many terms, the alternative offered by 
eq. (103) has been put to use in changing the representation for ph scattering. 

Furthermore : rule 7) is simple ignored : the amplitudes are no longer antisym
metrized : we can interchange the pair of free lines to the left and right 
(it gives a different contribution for the second term, (rule 2 is involved 
here)) but we neglect the more general exchanges that would produce diffe
rent contributions elsewhere. 

This cavalier treatment of antisymmetry goes under the name ut ..PA 
approximation. Its physical origin is to be found in the theory of the electron 
gas, where the further neglect of exchange at the interaction lines, leads to ' 
summing the most important contributions in the high density limit £tMB57]. 
Bow the ring diagrams that contribute to the sum appear, can be gathered in the 
following equations : 

w!='-'Y...v C126) 

W-iT t \AM W + * V * ^ ) (126') 

The horizontal bars show the lines involved in the corresponding 
denominators. Eq. (126) is the usual initialization and eq. (126') is obtained 
by replacing eq. (126) in the r.h.s. of eq. (125) once. In standard Goldstone 
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diagraanatics the last tern in eq. (116') would correspond to two diagrams 
having different time orderings at the bottom lines. The energy denominators 
would su» to 

J_(_L_ + _!_) . _U_ ££±) . _!_ , (,27) 
e, E 3 e 3 4 E 4 e 3 4

 E | e
3
E 4 =34 e| e3 e4 

which is indeed the value shown in eq. (126') where no time ordering occurs at 
the bottom since both lines are at the same level. This is the simplest example 
of the " factorization theorem ", well known to diagrammatic experts. In expan
ding the integral equations we shall have little opportunity of using it, since 
auch of the " time ordering " is done before the expansion. In this particular 
case, the denominators e, and E, in eq. (127) are local, in the sense that they 
involve only some of the lines at a given level. The reason is obvious and has 
to do with the diagram originating in a contribution quadratic in the A,„, am
plitude. 

This local behaviour is typical and will play an important role but it 
is not general. Figures 3a and 3b show the simplest diagrams having different 
time orderings, generated separately by the equations. Both violate momen
tum conservation but 3a could be obtained (among others) as the lowest approxi
mation for A,,, replaced in eq. (122). Fig. 3b would originate from the Af.. 
equation we have not written 

V.-V:: :ovV:.;S 

W ^ \aW-^ 
Fig. 3 
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Figs. 3c, 3d and 3e show some typical diagrams obtained by iterating eq. (122). 
The amplitudes A.,, have been kept at the bottom to indicate how they act as 
seeds to produce interaction lines, which allows to omit the energy denominators, 
as they are always local and associated to one of the " seeds ". In addition to 
producing all sorts of " ladders " involving pp.hh and ph scatterings, as shown 
in the Figures, the iterations can expand the diagrams sideways repeating the 
patterns 3d and 3e or mixing them. However, our aim is not to classify all pos
sible diagrams but to find hints on the path to follow in integrating the equa
tions and the the figures shown will prove sufficient for the purpose. 

It is at this point that some knowledge of the classics becomes useful. 
Individual perturbative diagrams are usually meaningless (singular) through two 
different reasons : either because the force has a very long range and produces 
infrared-like catastrophes, or because at short range it has a strong core and 
each matrix element is large or even infinite. The cure to both problems is to 
regroup and sum all diagrams involving uninterrupted sequences of ph interac
tions (infrared divergence) or pp interactions (hard cores) and the corresponding 
theories are the EPA and BBG (Brueckner, Bethe, Goldstone, [DA67] and [DA78\] con
tain excellent reviews of BBG) and from now on we concentrate on the latter. 

Figure 4 shows how some individual matrix element (to the left) has 
to be associated (included) to a sum of ladders of which some typical term is 
shown (to the right) 

Fig. 4 

By refering back to Fig. 3 we can learn the following. 
i) any pp line in Fig. 3c is naturally generated as part of a ladder as re

quested by Fig. 4a, 
ii) any hh line in Fig. 3c can be associated to a ladder by bringing in Fig.3d 
in obvious analogy to Fig. 4b, 
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iii) no ph line anywhere can be associated to the ladders shown in Fig. 4c, 
which contains matrix elements of the form W - . which are absent fron eq. (122) 
except through coupling to the A,-v equation we are neglecting so far, 

iv) in Fig. 3e, pp ladders are easily generated on the right and left, but the 
•iddle, topmost interaction is left isolated (it does not became the first mem
ber in a ladder sum). 

It is seen why the diagrams PPHH (leading to Fig. 3d) and PHPH (leading 
to Fig. 3d) have been kept caparate from the start : either we are interested 
in shielding the long range part of the force and Fig. Z-. is kept and 3e neglec
ted, or we shield the hard core and 3d is kept and 3s neglected. 
Notice the sysactric roles played by the topmost, central lines (relinking lines 
in our language) in both cases. They allow the introduction of " backward going " 
diagrams in the RFA and BBC theories. In the latter however, it is customary to 
argue that hh rescattering is unimportant at normal densities because of the 
small phase space available. From now on we neglect hh terms, but it should be 
understood they can be incorporated cleanly into the lowest approximation to 
the integral equations. 

From the discussion it follows that pp and hh scatterings go well to
gether but mix poorly with ph scatterings if the A.,, and Af,. couplings in 
eq. (122) for A.,, are neglected. 

Among expS experts, the arguments we have sketched are derived without 
use of diagrams and summarised by the rule of not splitting small amplitudes 
into large pieces &069]. Before studying what is left of eq. (122) it is in
teresting to study how the large pieces will become small. 

In other words, how the terms we have been forced to neglect will be 
associated to ladders and thus, screened. It is clear that eqs. (123) and (124) 
will have to be invoked. 
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Fig. 5 

Figure 5 proposes a very schematic view of the processes which allow to screen 
the hard core in tht A,,< equation by coupling to the A... and A,,, amplitudes. 
The diagonal energies e' in the d.h.s. of the equations will be defined with 
greater precision later : they differ from the values c in eqs. (123) and 
(124). 

The topmost line of Fig. 5 shows part of the A,,, equation. By initia
lizing the amplitude (-a /e') and inserting in term c we get a further appro
ximation to A,,, which gets reinserted in c etc. 
Tern d is the result of such an iteration. The box means that all possible re-
scatterings (among particle lines only, obviously !) are allowed. In particular, 
the initial interaction line (out of the box) can be associated with a ladder. 
Term e shows how the diagrams resulting from this ladder build up can be rein
serted in the A.,, equation through the coupling term (third in the r.h.s. of 
eq. (122))by closing two lines through the topmost interaction. Term e is seen 
to screen the ph interaction lines as recoianended in Fig. 4c (if rewritten using 
the exchange representation (103)). , 
Term f shows a typical diagram obtained from d ready ,for reinsertion in the 
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A,„, equation. The ladder sums have been replaced by wiggles -
It is important to remember that the energy denominators e' involve 

3p3h lines. Therefore, the wiggles, although drawn between two lines involve 
a dependence on all other lines at the sane level. They are non-local, or in 
standard jargon " off shell ". 
Tens g is very similar to term e and will be of great use later. 

How we concentrate on the combination of tens a. + b. Term a. differs 
from a on having the interaction inserted on a hole line. Screening this line 
involves a completely different operation than the one just performed in dia
gram d. It involves introducing term b and noticing that the A... amplitude to 
the left will contain the necessary ladders (compare to Fig. 4c) obtained as 
in Fig. 3c. It is then natural to group (a. - b) and simply replace the isolated 
interaction by a wiggle as in term h (disregard the box). This replacement is 
an approximation and calls for a number of fundamental remarks which will be 
found at the end of this section. 
Term h is then obtained exactly in the same way as term d, and can produce simi
lar contributions to the A,,, equation (e.g., transform the middle particle 
line in f, into a hole line). 

In the bottom part of Fig. 5, the operations we have described for 
eq. (123) are partially repeated in eq. (124). Iteration between the i and j 
terms produce the general k contribution, in which all (off shell) ladders are 
contained inside the box. When reinserted in eq. (122) through fhe coupling 
to the A... aiplitude (last term in eq. (122)), term k produces, among other 
diagrams, the ladders in term £ that allow to screen the isolated interaction 
in Fig. 3e. 

The fundamental remarks called for by the replacement of the interac
tion line in term a, by a wiggle are of three sorts. 

A. Selfconsistency. To the left of term b we have the full A,,s amplitude. 
It is a fair bet that the first ingredient it will contain are ladders. However, 
at the end of a calculation, it will also contain other things. The wiggle 
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therefore stands for a first approximation (initialization). Once diagrams ori
ginating in h are reinserted in the A,., equation, the wiggle nay be treated as 
a constant (independent of A.,.). However, when a solution for A,,, is found, 
the wiggle must be readjusted accordingly (selfconsistently) and the A... equa
tion solved again. 
As we shall see the dependence on A,,, of the wiggles is not restricted to this 
particular case : the denominators e' are all functions of A,... 

B. Functional dependence. Granted that terms of the type d,h and k will be 
introduced in eq. (122) at some stage, and that the contents in the boxes (all 
combinations of wiggles) will be treated (initially) as constants, the only 
explicit dependence on the A,,, amplitudes will come from the bottom of the dia
grams. 
Notice the important fact that these amplitudes do not get iterated in our 
" solutions " d,h and k, which can therefore be treated as functionals of A.... 

C. On shell behaviour. The wiggle at the bottom of h is different from the 
others : it is on shell. The left part of term b acts on the one to the right 
as a local insertion on the hole line, i.e., it can be treated as a single par
ticle energy affecting only the hole line as it does not depend in any way on 
the other three lines to the right. This characteristic (obviously independent 
of what we use for A.,\ «n the left) of diagrams such as b is also found in the 
Pauli terms. It is another manifestation of the simple mechanism discussed in 
eq. (126'). In ordinary diagrammatic theory the proof of the local behaviour 
demands a detailed study of time ordering! in many diagrams and it is non trivial. 

At this point, we have all the elements to discuss qualitatively the 
solutions of eqs. (122) to (124). The first steps will be seen to retrace 
the historical development of nuclear matter theory. The articles of Day, 

[DA67] and[pA7 8] and Bethe and Rajaraman %tB67] will prove useful companions 
and the reader is advised to consult them. Our purpose is not to review the 
subject but to show that the integral equations contain naturally what has been 
done so far and probably point to some improvements. 
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IV-5. Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone theory (BBG) 

First we solve for A,,} by neglect 

the unscreened terms and the hh rescatterings. Eq. (122) then reads 

First we solve for A,,} by neglecting the coupling to A... and A.„, 

• * W - V V + \ £ à / + O C L V ( I28) 

The content of E' can be understood by refering to Fig. 6. 

t. » 

Fig. 6 

To screen the single hole potential insertion (left of Fig. 6a) the Fauli term, 

present in eq. (123) can be conveniently used. Its action is identical to that 

of term b in Fig. 5. To screen the single particle insertion (left of Fig. 6a) 

we need term g in Fig. 5, which is not yet available. 

The meaning of e" is then clear : from the usual e (eq. 106), discard 

the single particle potential terms. The Pauli term is better shifted to the 

left of eq. (128) and incorporated in E" which changes name into e'. The c' in 

Fig. 5 are evidently of the same nature, as the necessary Pauli terms exist in 

eqs. (123) and (124) and are put to the same use. 

Equation (126) could be rewritten as 

e'A - G fj - E|ctg><aB| 

(129) 

G - V - V |r G 

which is the usual definition of the G-matrix equation. 

Notice that in eq. (129) G is written in such a way that it is well 

defined for any combination of particle and hole indexes : G , u « while A in 

eq. (128) is defined only for A „... It was originally thought that once every 
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interaction lin* v

I t t u in the fully expanded perturbation aerie* waa replaced 
by 0 (screened), the remaining aeries would hare good convergence proper
ties. If this replaccaent is done respecting Goldstona's diagrammatic rules, the 
energy denominators c' are more often than not off shell by an anount depending 
on the position of the C line (wiggle) in the diagram. This behaviour is easily 
understood in terns of the discussion following Fig. 5, in which the equations 
are pointing systematically to the replacements to be done and to the energy 
denominators to be used. 

In the early history of BBG it was not evident what e' should be. 
In the work of Bethe, Brandow and Petschek [BBP63] it was established rigorous
ly that what is shown if Fig. 6a should indeed be taken as the single hole po
tential energy, as had been advocated independently by Brueckner and Goldmann 
[BRG60] who had made plausible the idea that the insertion wed on shell by using 
fourth order perturbation theory. The full proof given in BBF uses generalized 
time ordering and is not trivial. The situation is quite similar to the case 
worked out in eqs. (126-127) and gives an illustration of the efficacy of the 
integral equations in producing simply a sophisticated result of perturbative 
arguments. Notice that in Fig. 6a we have replaced the full A,„. on the left 
by a ladder sun. At this stage the replacement' is justified, but in going to a 
description of A,,, that goes beyond the 6-matrix it will be reconsidered (see 
eq. 130). 
The use of Fig. 6b for the particle insertion was also advocated by BBF but 
dropped following a suggestion of Brandow [BR66] and e' as defined naturally 
in eq. (128) became the stanJard prescription for the energy denominators. 

The reason not to include Fig. 6b in eq. (12B) cones from the disco
very by Bethe and Kajaraman [RBA67] that all diagrams with 3 hole lines (as 
f,e,g in Fig. 5) were of equal sise, independently of the order of the G-matrix 
(number of wiggles). Hence, there seemed to be little justification in singling 
out the particular process g, since the unscreened series waa divergent and had 
to be resumed to all orders. Such a sum is what is found in the box of term 
d in Fig. 5 and goes under the name of Bethe-Faddeev as it involves solving a 
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Faddeev like equation for 3 particles. The size of individual diagrams has little 
dependence on the order, hut decreases substantially when the number of hole 
line* increases ; by a factor K, the wound integral (see [DA78]). In this sense 
the term h in Fig. 5 is less urgent to consider than term d. Although the scree
ned perturbation series diverges, partial resumption* are likely to produce a 
convergent expansion in the nunber of hole lines. 

Turning to the integral equations, it is interesting to discover the 
formal guise a hole line expansion would take, and what remedies can be found 
in case it diverges. So far, the indications ob
tained from the equations correspond quite closely to BBG history : eq. (128) 
is exactly what is meant by lowest order Brueckner theory (LOST). The need to 
exclude particle insertions a this stage (Fig. 6b) is simply dictated by the 
imposed decoupling between A... and the other amplitudes. Dressing better the 
lines or restoring the coupling between A.,, and A... are equivalent operations 
that lead to Bethe-Faddeev. 

The next task is to explore the equations a bit further. 

A technical note : eq. (129) was written as a replica of eq. (128). Notice how
ever that its use is not restricted to LOBT. Whenever screening takes place, 
as in Fig. 5 the ladders are summed through an equation (129) in which e' is 
replaced by whatever denominators are necessary (generally off shell) and good 
use is made of the possibility to take matrix elements of G between whatever 
lines are present. The Bethe-Goldstone programme of replacing bare lines by 
wiggles is implemented in exactly the same way as originally planned, except 
that physical intuition in the choice of processes is limited by the path sug
gested by the integral equations. 
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(130) 

IV-6. Some remarks on possible developments of BBC theory. 

Let us rewrite the A,,, equation (122) after it has collected the 
contributions from A._* and A.,., as explained after Fig. 5. 

-<*-V=V+ °~\L^/+ ÇffLX ) -

i n ra L 

. C t*PH Lfi 

The meaning of the terras in the first equality is the following : 
JT term : the single particle kinetic energies. 
HI : the potential Hole Insertion. In eq. (128) it comes from the Pauli 

term as shown in Fig. 6a. 
RP ': the Rest of the Pauli term, contributing to the hole insertion. The 

heavy bar above A,,} is meant to contain at least the Bethe -Faddeev 
amplitude (see L + PH below). This term is very important from thé 
point of view of selfconsistency : if in Fig. 6a we simply replaced 
A,,» in the Jt.h.s. of the Pauli term by ladders it is because the ap
proximation to A,„. emerging from the equation would be a ladder sum. 
In solving for eq. (130), unless we approximate very drastically to 
get only an improved G-matrix, the result for A,„.. will be more com
plicated than a ladder sum. Hence, whatever goes eventually into A f 2* 
•ust be included in the Fauli term and not only HI : RP stands for 
the non ladder parts. 

y_ and PP are obvious. 
PI (Particle Insertion, 
PH (ph rcscatlering), 

h (linear term). 
These three terms (when closed on top with an interaction line) will produce the 
main 3-liole line contributions to the ground state energy. When summing energy 
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diagrams as it is custoaary to do, they are kept together as the full contribu
tion from the Bethe-Faddeev aaplitude. If ve refer to Fig. 5, it is seen that 
the Bethe-Faddeev sua is carried inside the box. Then diagrams e and g are not 
part of the 3 particle aaplitude but purely two body terms, since the rescat-
terings involve only 2 lines. Furthermore, they appear separately in the A,., 
amplitude as the indispensable complements to screen the existing ph rescatte-
ring and the single particle potential (see Fig. 6b). The L (linear) term 
therefore contains all the processes of type f (to which we aay add the corres 
ponding ones with an extra hole line, as explained in the comment to term L in 
Fig. 5). 

There is nothing heretical with the separation of two well defined 
diagrams from the rest of the (usual) Bethe-Faddeev sua, what's more, PH will 
be soon incorporated into the L term since there will be no point in keeping 
it separate. Term PI is an altogether different matter, to be discussed after 
next paragraph. 
Q (Quadratic) contains the PHPH term of eq. (122) plus the results of direct 
coupling between A.„. and A,,, (fig. 5) as well indirect coupling to A,,., 
i.e. : reinsert A.,, in the A,-x aaplitude to screen vnatever can be screened, 
then reinsert the resulting A,,, term in A,_\• Q is a very rich and difficult 
term, it contains some obvious candidates to move to the left of the equation 
and becoae single particle insertions. Complete knowledge of Q would demand 
a 4 body Faddeev sumaation, a rather phenomenal task, so far only partially 
carried out by Day ([DA69], see also [LK279] for the finite case). 

Remark : Notice that the last diagram of eq. (124) (full relinking of A.„. A.„. 
A,,.) would call for a C (cubic) term as it contains three amplitudes. The 
middle one however can be treated as a wiggle (as was done in Fig. 6a). When 
reinserted in the A,,, equation it produces a single hole insertion which 
usually goes under the naae of renormalization correction. It is included in Q. 

Before moving to the second version of eq. (130) we must insist hea
vily on one of the leitaotives of this paper : the correct choice of energy 
denominators. 
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Energy denominators, " auxiliary potentials " and «elfconsistency. 

1) What is it that goes to the left of an equation and gets called an energy 
denominators ? 

Answer : diagonal terms and nothing but diagonal terms.(See section IV of II [PZ80]) 
Remark : if no expansion or truncation takes place, i.e. if the integral equation 
under consideration is fully solved, it does not matter where the diagonal terms 
are placed and the notion of energy denominator is optional: e.g. : in eq. (128) 
the Fauli term can be left where it is, instead of incorporated into £'. 

2) Which diagonal terms have to be included in the energy denominators ? 

Answer : in principle all of them, in practice, the most important ones. The 
reason to try to include all of them is that everything that goes into the deno
minator disappears from the numerators, i.e. many diagrams " cancel ". The best 
example is afforded by the choice of e in eqs. (105) and (106) which produces 
naturally the Hartree-Fock energies. There are more diagonal terms and they are 
left on the r.h.s. : each contribution of type ], 2 and 3 contains strictly 
diagonal terms of two body nature. However there are very few of them : 0(—=•) 

1 " 
for each case, while the single particle insertions e are Ofc) (remember 
Af2">" " % " * I n a Q y c a s e > including these diagonal contributions in the energy 
denominators is quite feasible, although diagrams no longer cancel, they have 
to be modified. In the degenerate case it is not only feasible but compulsory 
to include part of the two body diagonal terms in the energy denominatos (see 
section V-S and lengthy discussion in section (IV) of II [PZ80]). 

3) Why include diagonals and only diagonals ? 

Here t'.e best example comes from the very elementary form of perturbation theory 
derived in chapter II. Eqs. (14) and (21) show there is no point in defining 
e.. except as E.-E. and there is no point in defining e. and e. as anything 
that does not contain as much diagonals as possible. Anything else could only 
cause fictitions convergence (or divergence). (Again, see II). 

Non diagonal effects could only be taken care of by including in the 
denominators some auxiliary potential that would have to be substracted by put
ting it in the numerators. 
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Refer to eq. (128) : we can certainly add to both sides a potential U. If it is 
chosen to cancel exactly the Fauli tern, the operation is correct (but then, why 
not put directly the Pauli term in the Jt.h.s. ?) 
If it is chosen differently, it implies some anticipation on eq. (130). One 
would be including in the i.h.s. some extra denominator, in the hope that the 
leftover in the r.h.s. (not included because yet unscreened) would be cancelled 
by U. There is absolutely no way of checking whether this leftover is reasona
bly cancelled unless -q. (130) is calculated to some approximation. Anticipating 
on the result we can say that including non diagonal effects as energy denomina
tors can either be the result of inspired guessing or a formal atrocity. 
One can make a second order calculation in FT (or a G-matrix calculation) and 
ask for optimal choices, i.e. not to leave floating in the rest of the series 
(or the coupled equations) pieces that can be naturally incorporated in a second 
order diagram (or a G-matrix). The only pieces for which this is possible are 
" diagonal ". If they are not diagonal thty belong to third order (or something 
that goes irreductibly beyond a G-matrix) and it makes no sense to try to 
call second order something that is irreductibly third order. 

Equation 130. Second part. 

What makes PI different from the other (usual) Bethe-Faddeev diagrams 
is that it is naturally diagonal. Independently of the off shell behaviour 
that makes the insertion non local and hence more difficult to treat, it is 
the only large diagonal piece in the family {L+ PI+ PH}. In this sense, it is 
belongs clearly to the Jl.h.s. of the equation as explained in question 2) above. 

Notice we are not going to solve eq. (128) with better denominators 
(except as an intenadiate step) but we are trying to understand how to solve 
perturbatively eq. (130). 

If equation (130) is solved perturbatively, then it matters to have 
the optimal initialization, i.e. the best choice of energy denominators, which 
does not involve any auxiliary potential, but only treating as diagonal what is 
diagonal. 
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In the second part of eq.,(130) we are preparing for a perturbacive 
treatment. 

In the I) term we have collected everything that could be called Dia
gonal. (T+ HI+ FI+ RP). Then we iterate the first part of the equation partially 
to replace (V+ PP) by the G-matrix £. The V term is completely screened but the 
PP term contains an A... amplitude that will no longer be a G-matrix. The resi
dual part will be of the form PH, I or Q. Hence before eliminating PF we have 
to iterate between PF and {PH+ L+ Q} which means that we replace successively 
the latter into the former (it makes no sense to do the opposite, it will be 
done later). The result of this iteration is to feed a G-matrix on top of 
{PH+ L+ Q} to produce the term LG and QG. That it is necessary to have the LG 
and QG terns becomes evident if we think of their contributions to the ground 
state energy (A " A g-.W -..) ; the interaction tens W ... has to be screened. 
Before proceeding, it should be clear that G is not yet well defined : it can't 
be calculated selfconsistently until it is clear what RP is and it will not be 
clear what RF is until A.,, is not calculated beyond the G approximation. 

In deriving the second part of eq. (130), we may have streched the 
diagrammatic arguments too far, but assuming nothing has gone dramatically 
wrong, it is possible to start solving by iteration. 

The results are schematically shown in Fig. 7a 

Fig. 7 
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The second approximation contains the three hole line terms and part 
of the 4-hole line contribution, the rest of which can be found in the third 
approximation. The convergence of the hole line expansion depends on the possi
bility to treat eq. (130) perturbatively. 

Why is it better to define G as we have proposed, rather than keep 
FI in the r.h.s. ? Among other things, because we very much prefer not to be 
faced with the diagrams in Fig. 7b : in eq. (130) we have tried to collect eve
rything that may be regarded as a ladder sum in the G term. If there are left
overs it will mean that on iterating, instead of a genuine hole line expansion, 
pieces that would normally belong to the (two hole line) G term, will be left 
polluting the series. 

Bethe and Rajaraman argue, in view of their results, that including 
FI in the energy denominators may do more harm than good. In a sense the re
mark is justified in that the G-matrix in eq. (130) is likely to have poorer 
healing than the one coming from eq. (129). The reason is simple : the energy 
denominators in eq. (130) are smaller, as the huge gap (i> 50 KeV) between par
ticle and hole states created by the standard choice has been partially 
bridged. Smaller denominators mean greater perturbation and in this case a more 
correlated amplitude (A.-.) and therefore poorer healing and larger K parame
ter, which in turn means " poorer " convergence in the expansion of Fig. 7. 
Still, it is preferable to have poor rather than fictitious convergence. But 
now we are faced with a further question. So far it has been assumed that the 
Bethe-Faddeev amplitudes in term L come from a calculation in which the stan
dard energy denominators where used. Why should we not screen properly the 
terms in the A... equation and improve the denominators, as we have done in 
eq. (130) ? The same question applies to the Q term. Screening in A,,,/A,,, 
means coupling to the A.,,/A„. equation. The prospect sounds fearful, but it 
may be siupler than it looks. There is no reason to assume that solving the 
integral equations involves a strict truncation, i.e., that either we keep 
everything related to a given amplitude or throw it away. In eq. (130) it may 
well happen that the A... parts of the Q term are actually negligible with res
pect to the L term, but the screening in the L term through the A.,, amplitude 
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nay change the denominators appreciably and should he kept. Notice that scree
ning in A... using the coupling to A... demands knowledge of A,„.... etc. : by 
now selfconsistency is forcing its 'ray into the picture from all possible di
rections. The cope with the problem) an iterative scheme has to be given prio
rity over others if it involves more important effects on the final selfconsis-
ted solution. Let us consider as an illustration of the choice of priorities 
the RP vs FI terms in eq. (130). RF can be interpreted as a correction to the 
hole potential energy. Let us play devil's advocated and pretend the FI term 
has to be left out of e. The most elementary coherence would still dictate kee
ping the BF term. Assuming eq. (130) is integrated selfconsistently (using the 
expansion in Fig. 7), some A... approximation will emerge that will have to 
be reinserted in the A.,^ equation and Bethe-Faddeev solved again with the new 
A,,, modifying the hole irsertions. The resulting amplitude would go back to 
A... and the integration reinitialized. 

The fundamental question is : is it really worth changing the hole 
insertions before introducing the particle insertions ? In other words : what 
is more important in the L (and Q) terms : better single hole energies or 
good single particle energies ? If the A,,« equation is truncated out, there is 
no alternative (the single particle potential can't come in the A,.-, equation). 
If on the other hand, there are reasons to believe, and we think there are, 
that the single particle potential deserves some priority, there is no point 
in being too selfconsistent in eq. (130) before having decent particle denomi
nators to calculate the L and Q terms. In this case it is advisable to 
disregard EF at first, get a selfconsistent G-matrix (in the usual sense) from 
eq. (130) and initialize the A... equation with the corresponding energy denomi
nators to do the Bethe-Faddeev sum. Then do the expansion in Fig. 7. 

The idea that particle lines are as entlited to their selfenergy 
insertions as their hole counterparts has been consistently advocated by Hahaux 
and collaborators [JLM76]. Our analysis of eq. (130) certainly indicates that 
the G-matrix to be used as initialization, has to be calculated with energy 
denominators closer to the ones proposed by JLH and therefore, quite different 
from the standard choice of eqa. (128) and (129). However, it would be a mira
cle, it a choice of e (including other selfenergies than those shown) in eq. 
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(130) could be found that would allow to drop everything in the r.h.s. except 
G. Recent calculations of Grange and Lejeune [GL79] indicate that for realis
tic potentials at nuclear matter densities this miracle may occur to some de
cent approximation. Their calculations also indicate that for other attractive 
potentials the miracle does not occur and that the hole line expansion may be 
poorly convergent. 

In any case, eq. (130) could prove useful in understanding where the 
luck comes from when it comes or where to look for it when it doesn't. 
It is to be hoped that the discussion has clarified the role of selconsistency 
in BBG theory and shown that it goes well beyond eq. (128), and that it is 
useful in understanding, or better : eliminating, the notion of auxiliary 
potential. 

It is challenging to think of eq. (130) as a good starting point for 3 a theory of liquid He, in which lowest order BBG is a poorer approximation 
than in nuclear matter. The huge healing parameter K, precludes in this case 
good convergence of the hole line expansion. 

As equation (130) contains the possibility of an RPA sum, since the 
ph vertices are screened, it is interesting to speculate on the sense of such 
an approximation in view of the importance of " something that looks like the 
BPA " in Landau's theory. At first sight, the massive presence of Bethe-Faddeev 
vertices would spe, k strongly against being too optimistic. In the same vein, 
it can be asked what meaning RFA calculations may have in nuclear physics. 

The subject of the RPA has been brought up to put this chapter in 
context. So far, the RFA theory in the electron gas is the only example of 
complete coherence in the treatment of ground st^:e properties and excitation 
spectra. The coherence is such that equation (125) can be shown to contain ex
plicitly the SPA equations for the spectra. In other words : if eq. (37) is 
treated simultaneously for the ground state (eq. (125)) and for the particle 
hole degenerate case, the resulting equations in the model space are strictly 
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equivalent to eq. (125) : the ground state knows everything there is to know 
about the spectra. 

This result and its generalizations belong to another paper. Suffice 
to say here, that non degenerate theory is a prerequisite to degenerate or 
quasidegenerate theory and therefore belongs naturally to the realm of effec
tive interactions. It is to be hoped that the organic link between spectra and 
ground state in the electron gas will become a feature of other Fermi systems. 
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V - Quasiconfigurations. 

In last chapter it was made clear that in case it is necessary to deal 
with integral equations it is better to introduce them from the start and use 
a diagraanatic notation to understand their contents. In wbat follows it will be 
assumed perturbation theory in its strict sense can be applied and the expan
sions developped in chapters II and III will be translated directly in many 
body notation to show how the notion of effective interaction in a restricted 
space emerges naturally. 

In the process, the use of diagrams is no longer an important ingre
dient as staying in low orders in perturbation theory poses problems that can be 
handled more efficiently by adequate use of the computer than by analytic work 
with diagrams. It is ironic that the main use of diagrammatic methods, which 
attach a sense to a particular term in perturbation theory, is related to si
tuations in which such particular terms are meaningless from a practical point 
of view. Therefore diagrams will be introduced only later,and then, only to 
make contact with existing work or to illustrate some aspects of linked cluster 
behaviour of the series. Whatever rules are necessary in calculating a term 
in the perturbation series, bave to be read directly from the expressions we 
bave already derived. Quite generally, it will happen that the ordinary Goldstone 
rules apply, provided they are modified to make the interaction Hermitian when 
the biorthogonal formulation is not wanted. The exception to this general situa
tion occurs in the case of " folding " which gets solved so naturally by the 
expansion that one is unlikely to notice its existence without trying to give a 
sense to a conventional diagram. 
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V-l) Definition! and notations. 
Emphasis will be put on nuclear physics. The basis will be defined 

by particles sitting in orbitals that in zeroth order will be empty (generi-
cally p-orbits), half occupied (f-orbits) or full (h-orbits). 

The bare model space consists of f configuration: jn closed h shells 
(the core). 

The word configuration denotes all states characterized by a parti
tion of n. particles in orbit f,, n. in orbit f-, etc... ; with n.+ n,+..." n, 
the number of " active " particles. The core has N particles. 

The matrix elements of the interaction will be called W „ (where 
rstu 

rstu may be of p, h or f type) for the potential and T for the kinetic 
energy. 

A process is a sequence of the form 
,n „. fn+l^Xu.,. ... .̂ £n, V+X+XJ. 0 ( 1 3 1 ) 

W W 

where U is the type of matrix element necessary in going from each configura
tion to the next. 

Goldstone diagrams will be assumed to have antisymnetrized and nor
malized vertices (W , see eq. (102)). . 

V-2) The notion of quasiconfiguration and the effective interactions. 
The extensions of the results that follow are so evident that .te 

shall introduce them by means of examples. 
Assume for some reason we have decided that f configurations may be 

a good model space in that it could be decoupled from the other orbits of 
the system. The only thing we have to do is to look at the preceeding pages 
and associate the f particles (sitting on closed shells h of course) with 
the i-space. The dressing with j-states has been treated in general, but to 
illustrate how things develop, let's concentrate on some particular process 
in low order : 

f n > f n + 1h"' > f" (, 132) 
W f h f f "fffh 
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which neans we are dressing the states according to 

| f V - |£ni> • J-|f n + ,h _ lJ><f , , + 1h" IJ|W f f f h|f
ni> (133) 

iJ 

From which follows an energy matrix element : 

<f°i|H|!V> - <f* i|H]fV> + ™ f i h f 2 f 3 » w h -

' f e * i B ^ I ' f , < - f - f l^b-'jxt^'b-'jla* a* a a J f V 034 ) 
lJ 1 J 1 2 3 4 3 0 

Where the sun extends to all the isospin and magnetic substates f. , 

that can reach the interoediate states. The labels i, i' and J are kept to 

specify the necessary quantum numbers. 

Notice we have used the dressed orthonormalized states f" and cons

tructed the matrix <f |H|f">. As often remarked, it ia a matter of taste, the 
biortbogonal version <f n|B|f n> is equally good. 

How we make a crucial assumption about the energy denominators : 

that they be constant over each set of intermediate states for which we could 

invoke closure. In [P079] we have already discussed the point and we shall 

return to it in some detail. In the case of an uncoupled representation the as

sumption is trivial, and for .the time being we restrict attention to it. Then 

we can writs in obvious notation 

<f°i lH ifi' >-<fni |H| f ni- >+<f "i |u,-K»2%)31 f
 n i ' > 

with 

"l" " E I *l*6H1h23W326h 

u2" ~Z Ï VsV6 Wlh23 W356h <13« 

V ~Z 1 al V5 ,2*3*6 Wlh23 W456h 
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The result follows directly from eq. (134) once we sum over interme
diate states, apply Wick's theorem to bring operators to normal order and con
tract out the operators involving h orbits remembering that f n configurations 
stand on closed h shells. 

He call the dressed states |f°i> (or |fni>) quasiconfigurations. 
The dressing allows to disregard the existence of external (j) degrees of free
dom and concentrate on an eigenvalue problem in the i-space, Whether we are 
working with the bare Hamiltonian and fully dressed states or bare states and 
a fully dressed Hamiltonian depends on the representation we choose. For prac
tical purposes the latter view is simpler as it allows to write eq. (J35) 
which shows the appearance of effective 1 + 2 + 3 body additions to the ori
ginal Harailtonian. 

Other examples of processes are 

f n > f nph - 1 > f° 036) 
WfhfP Wfpfh 

usually called core polarization, which brings in 1 + 2 body forces, while 
pairing 

f n > f n + 2 h - 2 > f n (137) 
hhff "ffhh 

produces 0 + 1 + 2 body terns. 
The 0 body terns art conceptually important. They correspond to the 

core energy and are exactly those one would obtain in a non degenerate calcu
lation. If they are ignored completly, the bare core energy should be ignored 
as well and the eigenvalues resulting from diagonalizing the effective inter
action could be interpreted as excitation energies measured with respect to 
the exact core. It is the central result of the Bloch-Horowitz paper [il58]. 
In the original Brillouia-Wigner framework the proof was non trivial. By using 
from the start a Eayleigh-SchrSdinger form, the result becomes selfevident. 

What is also quite clear from eq. (135) and similar ones for other 
processes, is the natural classification in I + 2 + 3 body forces (or more, 
in higher order). 
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It is not by accident that the choice in 0132) was nade. There is a 
strong tendency to refer to noraal practice to ignore 3 body forces. The fact 
that they appear already in second order should be a warning. In [p079j and 
[C079j it is shown that their inclusion is imperative if quantitative agreenent 
in structure calculations is requested. Further, massive evidence will be 
published soon (II). 

Normal practice also takes full advantage of the experimental exis
tence of well defined single particle spectra to ignore the I body effective 
ten» and simply take the observed values as fully dressed ones. It is a very 
reasonable prescription if one pretends to be dealing with a fully dressed 
interaction. Otherwise, it is inconsistent and it can becoae dangerous when 
comparing calculations that include different processes. The two body effective 
interaction say change drastically,the paralell change in single particle ener
gies should be considered instead of keeping constant experimental values. 

In other words : if u.'2 is important in eq. (135), then as. and ID- are 
equally important. What's more : 0 body terms may be ignored, as mentioned, 
and it has been universally assumed for years,that spectroscopy (represented 
by n body operators) could be done independently of the correct description of 
global properties of the core. At a phenomenological level, the assumption i« 
correct. Spectra are sensitive to details of the forces that may be irrelevant 
to saturation properties and reciprocally. 

If phenomenology is refined in an attempt to come nearer a rigorous 
description, the assumption becomes untenable (see [C079]). The state of the 
art has reached a level that makes it dangerous to hope for fruitful develp-
ments that ignore the need of consistency between spectra cad bulk properties. 

A quasiconfiguration is a dressed state, a quasiparticle is a one 
psrticle quasiconfiguration. To say that quasiparticles are (weakly) interac
ting fermions is, strictly speaking, an abuse of language, but everything 
can be interpreted in those terms. Our discussion makes clear in what sense 
|f°> (or IIS) defines a basis of Interacting quasiparticles. 

That the interaction ia weak means simply that the singularities in 
the forces have been eliminated and that an important part of the processes 
has gone into dressing the single particles states. 

How important three and more body forces may be, depends very much 
on the physics of each problem. If one deals only with particle-hole or two 
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particle configurations, it is obvious that no three body effects will show 
up. To find then, it is necessary to look at the right place. 

Quasiparticles are supposed to have a lifetime. The associated width 
nay have two origins. One is not very interesting : single particle states 
may be unbound. The other one is ; near the Fermi level, the density of sta
tes say be low enough to guarantee the isolated existence of eigenfunctions 
labeled by a single particle. When moving up in energy, a configuration of 
type f will find increasingly numerous close neighbours of the type f p mh~ m 

and the decoupling between the f space and the rest will soon loose any per-
turbative (and hence physical) meaning. Intermediate situations may exist in 
which the mixing with the background states is weak enough to allow for the 
solitary state to retain its individuality while •spreading locally over many 
eigenstates. lu nuclear physics one speaks of doorway processes in this case 
and the corresponding width is usually called T 

He are not going to deal with these dissipative phenomena here, but 
it is certainly interesting to investigate how to extend the theory to cope 
with then. 

V-3) Effective operators. 

Once enerjry calculations have yielded a spectrum, we need a consis
tent way of calculating densities, transition rates or form and spectroscopic 
factors. 

More often thai; not the necessary consistency between effective 
Hsailtonians and other operators is overlooked. The main reason has to be 
fcund in the phenomenolofical origin of successful forces (fitted matrix ele
ments, Skyiae type potentials, etc.) for which the precise nature of the dres
sing remains hidden. In such cases, it is customary to use effective charges 
or magnetic moments or simply'bare operators. 

In this brief section we shall only give simple examples illustra
ting the " attitude " quasiconfigurations allow to adopt when facing the 
problem. 

In exactly the same way we reached eq.(135) for the effective contri
bution to the Hamiltonian of process (132) we reach a similar expression for 
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the operator Q 

Q" I <lr.<*rV " t V ( r»» " P' h' £ ) ( , 3 8 ) 

r < g rs r s s r 
From which 

<fni|Q|fni'> - <fni|Q|fni'> + < f n i | q ( , V 2 ) | f n i ' > 

'i h 
with q<

]>- I —L v (a* a + a* a ) (139) 
e £ 1 £ 2 £ 3 B *3 £ 2 *2 r3 

q < 2 ) . j _fb ( + a + + & + a+ , 

e T 3 4 ° I 4 2 r 3 x 2 r 3 rl x 4 

where the sums are unrestricted. 

In the special cases for which we could factorise the interaction» 

setting 

% :3h " K \ i 3 \ b <"<» 

the one body renormalization aaounta to modify the bare operator Q in a very 

simple way 

Q f * * Q f t O+ê)- Q f f (1+2--KÏQÎ.) (141) 
£2 £3 £2 £3 t2 t3 , n 

the factor 2 appearing because in eq. (138) we assume r 4 s, while the sums 
in eq. (139) are unrestricted. 

The change in the multiplicative factor for the bare operator is 

readily interpreted as the appearance of a polarization charge for electric 

transitions. In realistic cases, approximation (140) (multipole-multipole for

ces) is not necessarily sufficient and some state dependence may be expected 

in the sense that the effective charge may be a function of f. and f, in 

eq. (128). Empirically it turns out that a single effective charge is usual

ly a good approximation. When the breakdown occurs, it is so spectacular 

that no dependence on f, and f. will help. By then it may be wise to consider 

the q ( 2 ) tent in eq. (139). (See II). 
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Then we have a genuine two body tranaition operator whose interpreta
tion cannot be reduced to a state dependence of the effective charge. It is 
•ore complicated. 

The fact that q and q ; appear together in second order leads 
to the saae sort of consents we nade concerning a , u ' and ur ' in 
eq. (122). 

Core polarization processes of the type (136) give rise only to 
one-body effective transition operators, while 

f" > fn"'p > f" (142) 
Wfffp Wfpff 

will produce only two body effective operators (check t). 
Another example may be useful in showing how simply certain problems 

•ay be solved with the quasiconfiguration pict^-2. 
Let's assume some experiment in the sd shell shows a sizeable strip

ping cross section that can be fitted aa a direct L » 4 transfer. The corres
ponding spectroscopic factor can be estimated theoretically by inspecting the 
type of processes tl it will admix g orbits in our space (in this case the f 
space is the sd shell and the g orbits ara in p space). The only surprising 
feature will come froa the appearance of an effective transfer operator of the 
form a a a, rather than the isore common a . (Check). 

Perhaps it is worth mentioning that the use of the perturbative wave-
function in second order (as in sq. (133) for example) is justified for ope
rators in the saae way as it is for the Haailtonian. We can s'waya assume that 
we start with fully dressed orthonoraalizcd state and truncate the expansion 
of the matrix element rather than the expansion of the wave-function. Notice 
however, that it nay well happen that good convergence is achieved at higher 
(or lower) order than the one necessary for the energy. 
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V-4) Diagrams and higher order processes. 

If diagrams are to be -ntroduced, this is the right time. 
The operators a (1) (2) (3) 

or ' and <ov ' of eq. (135) can be adequatly 
represented by the drawings of fig. 8 (unlabeled lines stand for f particles). 

3> JT 

Fig. 8 

while the operator q and q* ' are given in fig. 9. 

J -X 

Jig. 9 

A* Mentioned earlier and stressed now : the signs, the factors and 
the energy denominators should be taken from the general expressions of per
turbation theory we have derived. 

What we have called processes carry the information contained in 
several diagrams and whether we choose the latter or the former is a ques
tion of convenience as their uses are nicely complementary as we shall see. 
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Let's consider the following processes in third order 

<i|vZ|j><j|v|i'>, f n •• fnph"' * fnph"' + f" 

"fhfp W£fff "fpfh 

, same as above, arrows reversed 

(143) 

<i|v|J><J|W|i'> , £ .. i» 1.-1 -> f pn -> f" -> f 

"fhfp "fpfh "ffff 

(144) 

<i|VV|J><J|v|i'> , f n > f D -> fnph -> f" 

"ffff "fhfp "fpfh 

(145) 

We have written to the left the matrix elements in the expansion to 

which each process contributes. We can choose the biorthogonal description 

and use the asymétrie matrix elements as in eq. (47) or the Hermitian one and 

choose eqs. (27) and (28) or eq. (85) to calculate the explicit values. 

There is no ambiguity, except the trivial one we have mentioned often 

enough. 

From a physical point of view, it is clear that the processes are 

equivalent. 

Diagrammatically, things are not so obvious, and we draw, somewhat 

arbitrarily fig. 10 

J~7\ 3 h 0 

turn 

rig. iff 
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The arbitrariness cones from the fact that other diagram» exist (the 

bubble insertion does not have to start and end on the sane line), but we are 

not interested in writing all the teres. 

The point we want to make is that in our description we know very 

easily what to do with processes (143), (145) and their diagrammatic counter

parts of fig.10 (process (144) has not been drawn as it corresponds to (145) if 

we look at the figure upaide down). 

However, by applying naively Goldstone's rules to diagram (145) we 

obtain a vanishing energy denominator. Brendow's solution to the problem deman

ded a considerable amount of ingenuity from which emerged the folded diagram 

(145F in fig. 4). It differs from its naïve counterpart in that the folding 

of an internal f line brings a minus sign (f particles become holes for a whi

le) and a non vanishing denominator. In our case the denominators are always 

of the type E-, and never vanish, while the minus sign comes from the existence 

of an intermediate i-istate (aee rule between eqs. (43) and (44)). 

Diagrams are a convenient way of summarising the results of doing the 

contractions of operatora which may soon become horrendous if vo go beyond 

the simple example of eq. (135). 

If our interest is primarily numeric, processes can handle quite 

well the physics of the problem. Computers relish second quantization and book

keeping and there are efficient techniques that favour entrusting them with 

the control of these aspects early in the calculation, without introducing 

diagrams. 

As an example we may mention the generalized Pandya transform pre

sented in We shall not defame our own work and we think it has some 

interest. However, it is undeniable the computer did it much faster. 

In discussing conceptual problems, diagrams allow to regroup diffe

rent contributions to a given process and its equivalents (in the sense of 

(143), (144) and (145) and we shall see that the proof of linked cluster proper

ties is enormously simplified by this possibility). 
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Perhaps it is worth explaining why we sees to attach only episodic 

value to the folded diagrams that are after all one of the distinctive features 

of degenerate theory (the heraiticity problem being the other one). Folding is 

necessary whenever interaction vertices containing only model space lines appear 

(W„..). Intuitively, such matrix elements are out of place in the effective 

interaction, since the diagonalization will later iterate and resuo them to all 

orders. This view is only semi-correct in that model states are dressed and 

what will get iterated to all orders is the dressed interaction and not the bare 

one. The compromise result is reached by agreeing that, in the effective Hamil-

tonian, V.... may be present once in a while but mist be absent the rest of the 

time. The role of folding consists in making if disappear when it is not wanted. 

Folded diagrams are there to cancel some terms. The clearest and simplest exam

ple can be found in Brandow's derivation of the RPA the essence of which 

can be understood even if the formal origin of folding is unknown. 

Now it is time to decide whether a strict perturbative calculation 

will do or whether integral equation will be necessary. After chapter V there 

should be no doubt that in the latter case we shall prefer to start with the 

integral equations directly, rather than obtaining then by sunning diagrams. 

Although the full many body reduction is not yet available for eq. (37) in the 

degenerate system, the examples »~: have examined give us hope that folding can 

be economically incorporated or even avoided. In any case the definitive answer 

is not yet available. 

It is worth mentioning that Lindgreen has developed a theory of effec

tive interactions based directly on the integral equations and folding plays 

an important role [LI78J. The starting point is a generalization of the Bloch 

equation that was already used by the same author in giving a time independent 

version of (quasi) degenerate perturbation theory [Ï.I74]. Although Bloch'8 

equation is fully equivalent to our eq. (37) (in that both are fully equivalent 

to SchrSdinger's equation) they lead to rather different expansions. 

If on the other hand, strict perturbation is possible, then we 

do not expect to go beyond low order. As a general rule, it seems that when 
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Nature allowa for perturbations, second order is sufficient (or almost). Then 
the important thing is to feed the coaputer efficiently with eqs. (26) to (33). 
They obviously contain folding as we have shown and it is a ratter of taste 
how to exhibit it. 

V-5. Energy denominators and linked cluster properties. 

If perturbation theory is to be applied in its strict sense, the choi
ce of energy denominators becomes acute. The contractive derivation of chapter 
II, remarks following eq. (58) in chapter III and several paragraphs in sec
tion IV-6 indicate the wisdom of including in the denominators the full diagonal 
energy of the intermediate states and nothing else. It is worth repeating the 
general rule that whatever goes in the unperturbed denominators comes out of the 
(interaction) numerators. For which follows, that the richer the denominators, 
the better off we are. 

The choice of denominators is intimately connected to the choice of 
representation. 

When working in an uncoupled (m-scheme) representation, there is no 
doubt as to what is diagonal : all operators associated with matrix elements 
W „ „ or W__ are diagonal, the others are not. 
rsrs rrrr -. 

In the coupled scheme things get blurred : the matrix elements VT 
are at the same time diagonal and off diagonal. There is however a way of doing 
a partial separation : by extracting controlds. For two shells, r and s we can 
write 

H » B • HJJ , with 

V nr (V 1 )/2 arr + n. ( n.- 1>/2 a.. + nr n. ar, + ~T <Tr" 3 / 4 nr> 

* T ^ 1 , - 3 / t e . ) + - F E W 2 - Tr _ T,J • 

a - -jOv'+V0) b - v'-v° (same form for rr.rs , and ss) 

V rs" < , + 5 r . ) - 1 £ M r , S M w £ r , ( l - « r , < - > J + T ) , [j] - 2J+1 (146) 
J J 

RJJ» al the rest 
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In this case " • " means snnopole and M, miltipole. The coupled matrix VT 
(r = JT) are normalized and antisymmttrized as usual. 

It is possible to be sure modest and keep only the centroîds concer
ning the number operators and neglect the isospin tenu. Then, 

H - M ^ B ^ 

V VV^WWr.-rVr. < U 7> 
v r.-(H« r i)- ,(i[r])-'r[rj^ r i(1-«„(-) r) 

[r]-(2J+l)(2T+l) 

Strange as it looks,due to a Pauli effect, V is not identical to a and some 
care is necessary. It is by no means trivial to show that these expressions are 
correct for all values of n and T (see [PA76] for a simple proof, or |FR6°D) f o r 

more general and sophisticated view on centroîds). 

Equations (146) will be called French Banaal formulae. (What goes un
der this name usually is the cross shell contribution in p-h representation, 
which amounts to consider that one of the n operators counts holes rather than 
particles and to change the sign of a ). 

Now it becomes possible to discuss whether it is useful to choose cou
pled or uncoupled states. For the uncoupled states there is no problem to inclu
de in H the full diagonal contribution. For the coupled states we can only keep 
centroîds. As far as monopole isoscalar (n operators) energies go, they are ob
viously included ia the uncoupled diagonal terms (both representations couple 
to good n). For the T operators (isovector centroîds) things change. Uncoupled 
state» are mixtures of different isospin structures. If the energy splits that 
go with the different structures are larger than the splits caused by the un
coupled two body diagonal matrix elements, then it is better to choose the cou
pled representation (at least for isospin). It is a fact that isospin splits are 
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large, even very large and it is a good thing to remember it in choosing deno

minators. Current practice in placing intermediate states at "2Hu" if they have 

2p-2h excitations nay be dangerous. 

The technical price to be paid for the inclusion of good denominators 

may be high, but still negligible if the gain is to allow a meaningful low 

order calculation. If something as formidable as the hard core forces the use of 

infinite SUBS, it is not a reason to accept the forbidding task of summing large 

classes of diagrams in the other cases, simply because denominators are chosen 

with a 100 Z error. 

There are cases in which rough denominators may do, but we do not 

believe a good calculation is possible without including at the very least mo

nopole isoscalar terms. It is important to remember we are dealing with degene

rate perturbation theory and that our effective interaction must make sense over 

a large range of nuclei, i.e. of particle numbers. 

To fix ideas, consider the usual f model space and the influence of 

some external orbit r. The energy denominators will be of the form 

e I J-e(f
n)-e(f n~W nef-(n-p)ef-uer+n(n-l)/2 V £ f 

-(n-u)(n-v-l)/2Vff-V(u-I)Vrr-u(n-y)Vfr (148) 

-|i<*f-er>««|i(Vff-V+ îH
2<W f r-

Vff- Vrr>- ï"<V*rr> 

If the orbit r is dangerously close to the f space (for low n say) it 

may preclude any meaninful perturbative treatment. Further up in the region, the 

interplay of the centroîds may push safely away the " intruders " and the cal

culation becomes possible. It is a case of fairly common accurrence in nuclear 

physics (see II). 

Then, the problem to consider is the effect of energy denominators 

that bave an n-dependence as the simplest manifestation of the inclusion of 

two body effects. In this case, the energies in equations (122) for example, as 

they contain an operator (n, but in principle it may be more complicated) imply 

that our effective interactions are no longer 1+2+3 body, but fully many body. 
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At this point, it is useful to remember some remarks in the first chap
ter according to which one of the reasons to choose linked cluster perturbation 
theory was the convenient classification of operators in 1+2+... etc. body terms 
it allows. The introduction of two body energy denominators seems to destroy 
this classification. In view of the benefits we expect there is no damage pro
vided we can make sense of the perturbation series, which leads to the question : 
what happens to unlinked clusters, whose elimination seems to depend very much 
on having one body energy denominators ? 

There is one answer, which is correct but slightly arrogant : look at 
the linked integral equations (122) to (124) and notice they are linked inde
pendently of where we put the diagonal two body terms : to the left with e or 
to right in the 0 terms (notation of eq. (114). Hence the perturbative iterations 
will always be linked. It is perfectly true and what is more, one of the main 
reasons to have derived in this paper the equations. 

There is a slight catch though : the equations apply to the non dege
nerate systems and here we deal with degenerate ones. Although we anticipate 
no problems in the generalization it is better to become modest and provide one 
example. 

Let's consider a fourth order process of the type 

f» + frn-l * £» * f r»"' + £» (, 49) 

and all the equivalent ones obtained by interchanging the order of the inter
actions (time orderings). In this cases diagrams are invaluable for the book
keeping. 

z 

I r Z 

Fig. II 
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Figure 11 shows the six different possibilities. The f lines are unlabelled. 
The first two diagrams a and a' are of the type that would call for folding. If 
we use the monopole interaction of eq. (148) we obtain the following sum of 
energy denominators 

L. + —L. 
e 3 s2(2e-6) e' l-2£-6 e-> 

26 
e3(2e-6) 

(150) 

e -Cj-E^di-lXTjf-Vjp, 6 - Vff + Vrr" 2 Vfr 

In the case of additive energies the cancellation is perfect, but now 
we have a leftover which can be understood diagranmatically as follows 

Fig. 12 

That we have a linked diagram in fifth order is evident : the four 
matrix elements in 6 are put to good use in relinking the clusters at the ap
propriate places. The heavy line is there to remind uf that it stands for the 4 
possible crossings between the clusters. Furthermore it serves notice that for 
the first time, in this type of diagrams of fifth order, we shall include in 
this place, and only in this place, diagonal rescattering that we had decided 
to include in the denominators. There is further subtlely in the denominator 
of eq. (150) to be associated with the diagrams. It is possible to interpret 
it by assuming that in the situation described in the Fig. 12 there is time or
dering for the top interactions (factor 2 in the numerator of eq.(150) afords this 
luxury). For the two bottom interactions we can't afford the luxury. The dia
gram makes sense only if the bottom denominators are local which is indicated 
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by the horizontal lines showing the levels of insertion of the denominators. 
Above the heavy line they cross the two (former) clusters. Below,they stop in 
the middle. By refering to the integral equations of last chapter it is quite 
easy to understand what is happening. If we had included two body diagonal res-
catterings in e, then the fifth order diagram obtained from the 0 term (first 
in H.h.e) of eq. (124) would exhibit this feature. 

This example gives hope that linked cluster theory is in no danger due 
to the inclusion of decent energy denominators. 

V-6. The Shell Model 

From the very elementary discussion on quasiconfigurations it is clear 
that different processes produce 0+1+2+3+... etc. body corrective terms to the 
Hamiltonian. From these it is possible to extract a classification : the bulk 
of global contributions to the effective force are those that produce terms that 
include 0 body effects ; the polarization contributions are those that need at 
least a particle to act. 

A) The global contributions are interesting in that they allow to consider the 
core as a member of the valence space with 0 particles. A 0 particle operator 
does not seem very useful but it is only a matter of change of representation 
to transform it into most of the effective interaction. 

Assume for a while the model space under consideration is the closed 
shell or the Fermi sea itself. There is nothing wrong with that : the core now, 
is the vacuum. What is then the effective interaction adapted to such a model 
space ? A G-matrix at the very least, plus a substantial 3 body forces coming 
from a Bethe-Faddeev calculation. A look at equation (130) is convincing evidence 
for that : it is written as a contribution to the A,,, amplitude and therefore 
it looks like a two body operator, but if one remembers that the L and 
Q terms come from the A... and A,,, amplitudes which involve 3 and 4 hole 
lines, a moment's thought will leave no doubt that as effective forces in the 
model space they are 3 and 4 body (or more). 

Returning to a more substantial model space, we do not need necessa
rily to define it by adding particles to the core that is already there. It is 

40 possible to make holes on it : and sd shell calculation can start fros Ca or 
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from 0. If it is correct it could make no difference. 

From this we conclude that a " bare " interaction in the space must 

include a two body 6-matrix and some three body force. 

B) The polarization effects are of three main types. 

Bl) Sê_Sl2Èâl_E2i5HiîS£i25__£îlÊ££2* They are those that insure a smooth change 

from one core (the vacuum) to the next (the closed shell). Upon starting a cal

culation in 0 with some " bare interaction " as defined above, it is necessary 
40 

to reach Ca with the interaction suitably modified to produce what would have 
40 

been the bare interaction, had we started from Cs. From a shell model point 

of view they are essentially monopole effects : the energy of a closed shell 

can only depend on number operators. 

B2) n^jnultiDole_solarinabilities. Responsible for effective charges as we have 

mentioned already. More generally they should be associated to couplings to 

" giant resonances ", except the monopole ones that would be of type Bl. 

B3) The truncation effects. They come about as very local and therefore very 

strong renormalizations uue to neighbouring shells that are left out of the mo

del space because of physical or practical considerations. The latter are asso

ciated to the prohibitive sizes of the diagonalizations involved. The former 

are associated with wishful thinking and with some knowledge of the spectra. 

The Shell Model is the following statement : physical and practical 

considerations are identical. 

The statement is tine dependant : the pioneers considered physical what 

involved the back of an enveloppe and perhaps some Racahs. Wigner would not 

accept the word shell model for mixing much beyond two states. Computers have 

changed the outlook of the younger generations. But not too much, as computers 

are almost invariably too small for the states one would like to calculate. 

Which forces us to think again and come back to the views of the pioneers, but 

adding a few corrections here and there so that a " small " calculation makes 

sense. It is not necessary to be alarmed by the massive presence of three body 

forces. Except for the case B3 they are likely to have very small matrix elements 

that become important only when associated with at least one number operator. 

(See [C079j). Otherwise the three body forces will act in spaces small enough 

to be tractable [P079]. It seems more than plausible that density dependent forces 

are a way to mock phenomenologically the presence of the 3 body effects. 
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VI - Conclusions 

In this paper, it has been assumed from the start that perturbation 
theory is a way of diagonalizing large matrices. 

This " think matrix " approach allows to visualize, and thereby solve, 
the problems of Hermiticity and choice of energy denominators, whose origins are 
not clear in other formulations. 

We have shown that in degenerate or quasidegenerate cases, the use 
of Hermitian or non Hermitian representation! amounts simply to a matter of taste 
or convenience. No loss of physical content follows from the reduction of the 
non symmetric matrices, naturally generated by the theory, to their symmetric 
counterparts. 

Concerning energy denominators, the simple idea that the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian cannot be chosen arbitrary but has to be closely associated to the 
full diagonal matrix elements, leads automatically to the " correct " choices. 

The matrix formulation relies on an explicit construction of the 
wave-functions or dressed states, which leads naturally to discover factoriza
tion properties that are at the heart of linked cluster expansions. They allow 
to understand why lew order calculations, that only make explicit reference 
to few particle - few hole excitations, contain information about the full ei
genvectors. A non perturbative approach follows, that generates directly a set 
of coupled non linear integral equations, and avoids the need of starting from a 
fully expanded formal series and do partial resummations. 

The aim of the theory is to allow a complete definition of the se-
ouep.ee of calculations that starts from the bare force and ends in spectrosco
pic detail. Three steps can be distinguished : solution of integral equations 
by non perturbative methods to screen the singularities of the force, use of 
perturbative methods to achieve a maximal reduction of the model space, and 
finally, non perturbative diagoualizations. 

No general statements can be made concerning Cue final choices of 
model spaces and the relative importance of strictu senso pertvi'bative methods. 
They depend on the nature of the interactions and it is advisable to " let the 

http://ouep.ee
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Hamiltonians speak freely ". If the theory is correctly applied, it ;.B expected 
that the Hamiltonians will give precise hints concerning the spaces and the 
methods. In particular, it is hoped that they will reserve an important role to 
the perturbative interphase between integral equations in configuration space 
and numerical diagonalisations. 

It was originally planned to put great emphasis on the notions of self-
consistency and density dependence, as they appear to be important not only in 
describing global properties of the systems, but in determining their excitation 
spectra. The basic idea was to make plausible the us", of the expectation value 
of a partially dressed Hamiltonian, e.g. a G-matrix instead of the bare force, 
as the functional to be varied. Such a generalization of Hartree-Fock theory is 
certainly possible, but it does not need to be introduced explicitly as self-
consistency is built into the integral equations, and appears to be connected 
with the correct choice of energy denominators at each step. Whenever an e.tact 
solution is obtained, energy denominators do not even have a sense and the choice 
of basis is in principle irrelevant;. In practice, truncations are necessary and 
perturbative expansions should be designed to achieve convergence in low order. 
Th'm, it is important to have optimal bases and denominators, but it becomes, 
equally important to realize that Hartree-Fock selfconsistency is only a small 
part of the linked cluster programme, and that density dependence is better 
viewed as a particular form of dressing, that involves more than two body effet -
tive forces. 

We cannot claim to have presented a complete theory : the integral 
equations fcr the general degenerate case have not been explored an, the gene
ralized notion of selfconsistency is still vague and demands a better unders
tanding of the variational and/or convergence properties of the equations. 
However, we hope to- have shown that our algebraic construction provides a con
venient framework to study these questions. 

Furthermore, the physical content is transparent and it should help 
in making use of experimental evidence in guiding the formal developments. 

Most physicists are healthily suspicious of general theories that do 
not produce numbers that can be compared with data. We cannot claim to have 
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fully implemented the programme we have outlined. But at least we think we can 
provide good evidence in favour of it : second order quasidegenerate perturbation 
theory, with a good choice of denominator», can be shown to be numerically ade
quate method to diagonalise very large shell model matrices. The results will be 
fomd in II (PZ80). 
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ERRATA 

Page Line Should read 

1 25 appearence 
2 H ...should allow to... 
3 4 ...one, lead us... 
4 8 unfortunately fot... 
7 10 Assume Somebody... 

11 ...projections onto... 
19 
29 

Anticipating... can claim 
As it will..• 

8 20 ..,lead a number... 
23 , N-Guema 
27 Lindgreen 

10 4 ...contains... 
12 5 ... in which operates... 

Hamiltonian. 
14 indeces, 

13 3 systematicatic 
14 6 ...and allows to deal... 

11 ...the ones kept. 
2] 17 indeces 
26 15 The underlining obeys... 

series. 

20 3 ...in section (IV-1). Which 
30 24 hypothesis 
32 13 superseeded 
33 7 allow to circunvent... 

10 and of applies 
37 20 ...set {i}. 

26 Next step... 
39 9 The responsability... 
49 15 Where T is... 
52 1 ...the advise... 
54 17 ...avoiding to double count. 

21 ...to eq. (114). 

appearance 
...make it possible to... 
«..one, led us... 
unfortunately for... 
Assume somebody... 
...projections on to... 
Anticipating our results, we can... 
As will... 
...,led a number... 
, N'Guema 
Lindgren 
... contair.... 
in which some effective Hamiltonian operates. 

indices, 
systematic 
and makes it possible to deal... 
...the ones kept. Moreover,... 
indices 
The underlining reflects the existence of 
energy denominators, whose extraction is a 
bit ticky. The general... 
...in section (IV-1), which... 
hypotheses 
superceded 
make it possible to curcunvent.•. 
and it applies 
...set {i}. Notice we have... 
The next step... 
'Ae responsibility... 
Here T is... 
...the advice... 
...avoiding double counting. 
...to eq. (114). To obtain... 



55 15 ...the rules allow to dispose 

56 6 polygones 

68 7 ...the processes which allow 
to... 

79 27 fearful. 

80 33 ,it a choice... 

81 1 ...that would allow to drop.. 

9 selcdnsis tency 

83 5 ...directly in many... 

84 24 preceeaing 

86 26 selfevident 

87 13 paralell 

88 9 loose 

29 • .. .qu.3siconf igurations allow 
to... 

92 11 ...enough. 

9S 5 danmage 

101 23 enveloppe 

102 17 . ïhey allow to... 

...the rules make it possible to dispose... 

polygons 

...the processes which make it possible to 
screen... 

fearsome, 

, if a choice... 

...that would make it possible to drop... 

selfconsistency 

...directly into many... 

preceding 

self evident 

parallel 

lose 

.. .quasiconfiguration tnake it possible 
to adopt... 

...enough. From a physical... 

damage 

envelope 

They make it possible to understand... 
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